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This study investigated teachers' perceptions of the goals,
organisation, and instructional material-s in Social Education and

Ethics in the B-4-4 educatj-onal- system in Kenya. Teachers from
thirty two secondary schools in three distrÍcts were subjects of
the study. School-s were randomly sel-ected from Kakamega, Bungoma

and Trans-nzoia districts.
questionnaire supplemented by an open-end structured in-person
interview from January to April I9gg.

ÀBSTRÀET

rt was establ-ished, amongst other things, that teachers
perceive the goals of Social- Education and Ethics to be real_istic
and rel-evant to the nature of the subject. Although most

teachers follow the Social- Education and Ethics Syllabus, they
thought that it needed to be restructured. rnstructional-
materials were considered to be inadeguate, sketchy and in some

instances completeJ-y unavailable. Generally, teachers felt that
they were not well prepared to effectively teach Social- Education
and Ethics.

Data was col_lected using a
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The purpose of this study is to investi-gate teachers'
perceptions of the goals, organisation and instructional
materials in the 8-4-4 secondary school- Socj-al Education and

Ethics programrne in Kenya. rn order to do this, three main tasks
will- be addressed. First, the study will incl_ude a survey of
teachers' perceptions of the goals of the subject. second, the
study wil-L focus on gauging teachers' views of the organisation
of the subject. Ànd lastly, the study wil-1 endeavour to come to
grips with an understanding of the teachers' perceptions of
instructional materi-als. A1l- these tasks will be undertaken in
order to better understand the implementation process as ít
appJ-ies to the curricul-um of Social Education and Ethics and the
problems that have been encountered in implementing this
curriculum.

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

1

CI{ÀPTER 1

rn 1985 a new subject, 'social Education and Ethics', was

launched in the secondary schoor-s of Kenya. rts J_aunching

coincided with the advent of a new educati_onal_ system
characterised by eight years of primary schooling, four years of
secondary, and four years of university education. This system
is popularly referred to as the B-4-4. rt 1s widely seen as a

radical departure from previous educational practices and a major
restructuring of education to suit the country's manpower

I.2 CONTEXT OF THE STUDY



development needs.

Prior to the implementation of the new Social Education and

Ethics Curricul-um in the secondary schools, a series of semi-nars

for teachers were organised. These seminars, ât which every

school- was represented by one teacher (the investigator attended

one of them), served as fora for unveiling the curriculum to be

followed in the new subject. It was expected thaÈ these teachers

would teach the new subject starting gradually with form one up

to form four. But in the event that a teacher did not end up

teaching the subject, then, he,/she would inform another teacher

designated by the headmaster to teach it.

2

One might have expected a comprehensive in-service programme

(Berman and Mclaughlj-n, L976; Common, 1980, Leithwood, L9B2; and

Ful-l-an, L982) . Such a programme woul-d have been desirabl-e since

the whole cadre of secondary school teachers expected to teach

the subject had taken neither a formal course nor teacher

education (pre-service) in the subject which they were expected

to implement.

rn this context, it is useful- to examine the teachers'

percepti-ons of the goals, organisation and j-nstructional-

materi-als, in Social Education and Ethics in the 8-4-4 secondary

school education system. Given the minimal preparation of
teachers, along with the novel- nature of the subject, and the
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materials they were expected to use, a study of this sort can

serve the purpose of identifying the problems that teachers have

encountered with their attempt to implement the curriculum of
this subject.

It should be emphasized that this study wil-l- encompass only
implementation as a process in a narrow rather than broad sense,

as the term is understood in curriculum theory. Whereas the term

will be used frequently, the conception of impJ-ementatj-on as used

with respect to Socia1 gducatj-on and Ethics only focuses upon two

elements of the process of curricul-um implementation (Fullan,
t982) .

The first el-ement is the curricul-um of the discipJ-ine
itsel-f. In this respect it is postulated that if teachers
perceive the curriculum of s.E.E. to be clear, to embody the
needs of l-earners or society and to be understandabl-e to them,

then there is a greater chance that it wil_l_ be effectively
implemented. The organisation of the curricul-um woul-d constitute
the second el-ement. This refers to the adaptation of the
curriculum to various institutional condj-tions including its
effective instruct,ional- practices.

To state the problem

and establ-ish teachers'

1.3 RESEARCH oUESTTONS

more preciseÌy, the study

perceptions of the goals,

wil-I survey

organisation
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and j-nstructional materials ín Social Education and Ethics (S.

E. ). In order to ful-fil this task, four guestions will

investj-gated. These are:

(a) How do teachers perceive the stated goals of S. E. E.?

(b) Given these perceptions in (a), what are the (teachers')

view(s) of the way the S. E. E. syllabus is organised?

(c) How are the instructional- material-s perceived j-n terms of

appropriateness and adeguacy?

(d) What probÌems do teachers report themselves as facing?

theoretical grounds.

This study can be justified both on practical and

curriculum developers, especially for the improvement of the

current procedures and policies of formulating and implementing a

new curricul-um. The study wil-l be of interest to teachers by

helping them to understand some of the efforts their fel-l-ow

teachers are making as wel-l- as problems they are encountering in

implementing the S.E.E. syJ-Iabus. Theoretically, it is hoped

that the study will generate increased awareness within S.E.E.,

and serve as a basis for further research and studies in

curricul-um implementation in so far as it involves the classroom

teacher. To put this another way, this study is both a study of

a particular topic: the introduction of S.E.E. in the secondary

school- system, and it is also a contribution to the wider topic

I.4 SIGNTFTCANCE OF THE STUDY

E.

be

Practicaffy, it will be useful to



of currículum implementation.

This study examined the teachersr perceptions of the goals.

organisation and j-nstructional materials in the 8-4-4 secondary

school- programme in Kenya using both a theoretj-cal and an

empirical approach. Being a perceptual- study, the theoretical

approach was necessary in order to establish the contextual

background and framework of the problem. The implementation of

the S.E.E. prograrune j-s therefore analysed through a review of

both its actual- context and of rel-ated research and theory.

1.5 RESEARCH APPROACH AND RÀTIONALE

5

The other dimension of the study was carried out using two

instruments: a 
. 
sel-f-designed guestionnaire and an j-nterview

schedul-e. Al-though other research approaches such as participant

observation or action research woul-d have been equally suitable,
they would have proved too time consuming given the fact the

investigator worked within a l-imited time-frame and on meagre

financial resources. Quantitative and gualitative data obtained

by the questj-onnaire and interview schedule respectively were

analysed using the univariate technique and, content and concept

analysis methods. These methods were suitable to this study

because each variabl-e pertinent to this study was examined as a

concept and this made it possibJ-e to establish the extent to
which the key variables had determined the implementation of the

S.E.E. prograrune by teachers.



Teachers of S.E.E. were sel-ected for this study for a number

of reasons. Firstly, in any scheme of curriculum implementation,

classroom teachers are the actual agents of change (Connelly,

I972; Mclaughlin and Marsh, !978; and Ben-Peretz, 1980).

Teachers cannot be shunted aside because they have the real as

opposed to the professed knowledge and experi-ence of cl-assroom

practice. They are, therefore, better placed to discern

practical cl-assroom problems of an instructional nature. Ben-

Peretz says that

Teachers are the immediate agents of change
who, by their instructional activities can
implement appropriate curricul-ar solutions.
The perception of teachers as independent
implementers demands that their own needs
relating to awareness of prereguisites for
implementation, anti-cipation of difficulties
and consideration of interpersonal
difficulties be taken into account. (p. 54)

Secondly, individual- cl-assroom teachers may not necessarj-Iy

be inj-tiators of curriculum change, but their coordinated

strengths and support (Stenhouse, I975 ) become crucj-al for
implementation to take off at the level- of the school-. This

underl-ines the fact that for any implementation of a new

curriculum to be effective, the role of teachers i-s

indispensabl-e. Kl-ein (1983) has put it quite bluntly that

First, wê know that teachers cannot be
bypassed in effective curricul-um change. The
teacher must have an j-mportant and active
rol-e in curricul-um development if a
curricul-um is to accomplish all- that is hoped
for it. (p. 198)



Thirdly, iD centralized educational- systems, there is often
a tendency to view curricul-um development as ending with the
development of materi-al-s (Berk , !974). This situation puts
unrealistic burdens on the classroom teacher who is expected to
util-ise such material-s without getting any direction or clarity
from curriculum developers. rt is against this background that
Ànderson and TomkÍns (1981), say that teachers natural-ly look for
materials that fit their pedagogical styles and find prescribed
curricul-a l-ess constricting than prescribed materials.

Given these arguments, that attest to the importance of
crassroom teachers in the implementation process, this study
assumed that the way the S.E.E. curriculum was introduced in the
school-s is likely to have posed problems of implementation for
cl-assroom teachers in terms of ptanning their courses for
i-nstruction, and of utirising instructional material_s .

Furthermore, it was assumed that a perceptual study of this
nature woul-d sol-icit valid information from teachers of S.E.E.
which would be useful j-n answering research questions and al_so

servj-ng as a possible basis of recommendations for future studj-es
in the fiel-d and areas appertaining to this study.

on the other hand, s.E.E. as a subject, was chosen for this
study because since j-t was introduced three years â9o, teachers
instructing it have not had any thorough preparation incÌuding



pre-service and in-service courses. Teachers of s.E.E. were just
appointed from amongst the avail-able teachers of various subjects
to teach s.E.E. regardless of their willingness, abiÌity or
academic background. In addition, teachers were neither invol_ved

Ín the sel-ection nor val-idatlon of instructi-onal- materi-a1s which
they are supposedly using, and no comprehensive semi-nars were

organised to familiarise teachers with the availabl_e
instructionar materj-als. And yet the fact that s.E.E. has been

made an examinable subject in the secondary school- external_

examinations means that sufficient importance is attached to this
subject and the rol-e it is hoped to play in the school
curriculum. General-ly this subject is seen as serving the needs

of social- and ideologicat control amongst the youth (The weekly
Review, Jan. 10th, J-986). writing on the Nigerian experience
about the role that social studies is supposed to play in An

African Context, Udofot (1996) says

Apparentfy, social_ studÍes is a sensitive
subj ect whj_ch each society coul-d manipulate
to - give their childrên the kind ofexperiences and awareness they want thechildren to acguire. rndividual societles
coul_d express different i_deologies throughdifferent approaches to their soðiar- studiescurricuÌum, with a view to heJ_p produce atthe end the kind of individual_ ðhilOren theywant for their societies. (p. I)

That such i-rnportance is
and the problematic manner

hand, would make a study of
this study was undertaken to

attached to S.E.E. on the one hand,

in which it was launched on the other
this nature worthwhil_e . Therefore,

investigate teachers' perceptions of



the goals, organisation and instructi_onal

the 8-4-4 secondary school progranune in
type of problems teachers have faced Ín
curricu]um.

chapter 2 deals with the background of the study. rn this
chapter an overview of the socio-economic and political
characteristics of Kenya is presented. This is fol_Iowed by a

discussÍon of the launching, definition and goals of Social
Education and Ethics. Finally factors which have affected the

expansion of secondary education since independence, j-ncluding

two case studies of curricul-um innovation, are dj_scussed.

1.6 ORGANISATTON OF REMATNTNG CHAPTERS

materials of S.E.E. in
order to ascertaÍn the

implementing the S.E.E.

Chapter 3 discusses the theoretical framework upon which

this study is premised. rt contains a section on the theoretical-
rol-e of the teacher in curriculum implementation and explains the

elements which constitute the process of curricul_um

impJ-ementation .

Chapter 4 presents the review of l-iterature. A vari-ety of
literature from the United States, Britain, Canada and Austral_ia

as wel-l- as studies from Africa are reviewed. This review

revolves around variabl-es such as teacher preparation,

implementation and instructional planning, use of instructional_
materials, goals of curriculum and finally, school-based



curriculum development .

Chapter 5 contains the methodology of this study. The set-

up, popuJ-ation and sample of the study are explained. Sampling

procedures used are also indicated. In addition the main

instruments used for data col-Iection namely, the self-designed

questionnaire and an interview schedule are discussed. Then

finally, techniques used in analysing both guantitatj-ve and

gualitative data are explained.

10

Chapter 6 presents the anal-ysis and findings of the study.

This chapter contains four sub-sections through which resul-ts and

findings are presented.

characteristics of the schools and respondents, the attendance of

Social- Education and Ethics seminars, the instructional- materials

used and finally the Social- Education and Ethics syllabus and

i-nstruction.

Chapter 7 deals with the discussion of the findings of the

study. This section is organised around the factors which

affected the implementation of Social Education and Ethics.

These factors are discussed in the fol-lowing sequence. The first
factor is the teachersr perceptlon of the goals of Social

Education and Ethics. The second factor is the perception of the

organisation of this subject. Third, is the perception of the

impact on teachers' rol-es. And fourth, is the perception of

These are the demographic
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instructional materials used in S.E.E.

Chapter I contains a discussion of the implications
obtaining from the study. Three issues which are addressed with
regard to impÌications are teacher preparation, resource
materials and teacher invol-vement in the change process. Al-so

presented in this chapter are concl-usions which are drawn from
the study pJ-us a suggestion for further research. Lastty this
section presents the recommendations relevant to the findings of
the study and the implementation of change.



Independent from Britain one quarter of a century â9o, Kenya

is a reJ-atively stabl-e de jure one party state. Attainment of
political independence in 1963 spelt an end to col-onial- rul-e

which spanned a period of seventy years. The most radical-ised

era of colonialism was the decade extending from l-952 to 1962.

This ti-me saw the consol-idation of national-ism and more vigorous

demands for self-government which culminated in the outbreak of
the "Mau Mau" war and the subseguent declaration of a state of
emergency as wel-l as mass detentions of Kenyan l-eaders. Kenyans

fought against colonial- oppression, political subjugation and

land al-ienation.

C}IÀPTER 2:

CO}IITEXTUAL BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

t2

2.I KENYAN CONTEXT

At independence, Kenya became a muJ_ti-party state. The

Kenya African National- Union (K.A.N.U. ) which had won the general

election became the ruli-ng party under the leadership of Jomo

Kenyatta as the countryrs first prime minister while the Kenya

African Democratic union (K.A.D.u. ) became the official
opposition party in the national- assembly the supreme

legislative organ of government. However, in l-964 the opposition
voluntarily dissolved itsel-f and j-ts members j oined the ruling
party. Then the country's constitution was amended to make it a

repubJ-ic with Kenyatta as the first executj-ve president. But in



:-966 political differences within senior party ranks erupted into

the open with the then vice president (Oginga Odinga) quitting

the party with his supporters and forming a new opposition party

cal-Ied the Kenya Peoples Union (K.P.U. ). This prompted the

ruling party to decl-are what was dubbed as "the little general

election" so that K.P.U. members coul-d be given a mandate by the

people before assuming the status of an official- opposition

party.

13

However, K.P.U. as an opposition party was shortl-ived. In

1969 the party was official-ly proscribed and its l-eaders placed

under preventive detention. The banning of K.P.U. resul-ted from

civil disturbances which erupted in Kisumu (Odinga's stronghold)

during Kenyatta's visit to this l-akeside town on the shores of
Lake Victoria. Kenya once again became a de facto one party

state. This has been the case until I9B4 when the national-

assembly legislated to make K.A.N.U. the sole political- party,

thus making Kenya a one-party state de jure.

Politicalfy, Kenya pursues a foreign policy of non-

alignment. However, it belongs to a number of international and

regional bodies and groupings.

Nations Organisatj-on (UNO), and is the headguarters of such UNO

agencies as the United Nations Envi-ronment Programme (UNEP¡ and

the United Nations Agency for Human Settl-ement (HABITAT). It
also belongs to the non-aligned movement and the Organisation for

It is a member of the United



African UnÍty (OAU). fn addition, Kenya is a staunch supporter

of the British Commonwealth and the recently l-aunched economic

and commercial- body j-n East and Central- Africa cal-led the

Preferential Trade Area (PTA). Geographically, it is a tropical
country l-ocated south of the Sahara Desert stretching roughly

from 4oN and 4os of the Eguator. rt is situated on the East

Coast of Africa, and roughly extends between longitudes 340 east

and 42o East, and 4 r/2o degrees on either side of the Eguator.

Kenya is bordered on the East by the fndian Ocean and Somal-ia, to
the west by the Republic of uganda, to the North by Ethiopia and

sudan, and to the south by Tanzania. rt spans an area of 583,0oo

square kil-ometres and has a geographical al-titude range from sea

level- to 2,BOO metres. Administratively Kenya is divided into
eight provinces and 4r districts. Nairobi is the largest and

capitar city with a population in excess of 1.2 mi]lion people.

The country comprises 52 African, Asian and other communities

which exhibit different cultural-, sociaÌ, and economic

lifestyles. Kiswahili is the national language, but is used

alongside English as the common media of expression.

I4

Kenya is economically dependent upon, and infruenced by,

external aid and tech¡lcal assistance from Western States and

donor agencies (Leys, 1975; Swainson, ISBO; and Àke, LgBl). This

economic dependence has been seen by some observers as a major

factor behind either the establ-ishment of, or duplication of
economically non-vj-able proj ects. Mul-tilateral aid from western
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donors is a case in point. $rriting on multilateral- aid to Kenya,

Sifuna (1983) observed that
Kenya has had to share the blame in this
situation because it has been ideal_J_y seen as
useful in playing off one donor against the
other. This has had the unfortunate effect
of duplication or overlapping of activities
and a tendency to embark on prestigious
projects. (p.4BS)

Pursuant to sessional Paper No. 10, 1965, the government promotes

a mixed economy which is a blend of national control, private
enterprise, and private foreign investment. Society is divided
into a small- middl-e crass and a maj ority of rural_ dwel-lers . rn
between the two categories are workers of sorts, some of whom
'strive for the trappings of the middl-e class status whil-e others
are lumpen proÌetarians in the Marxj-an sense of the word.

According to the worl-d Bank's world Development Report (rg}7),
Kenya has a cross National product (GNp) per capita of u.s. 290

dol-lars, with an annual- growth rate of r.g% between 1965 and

1985.

period is estimated to be 10. O%.

experiencing a rising cost of living. rt has sharp, uneven

distribution of incomes and a majority of those in the l_ower-

The average annual- rate of inflation within the same

income brackets l-ive below the poverty line.
popuration of 20 . 4 mil-l-ion ( 19 85 figures ) peopre, and this
population is projected to be 2s mil]ion by 1990 and

approximately 36 mil-lion in the year 2030. However, the bulk of
this population is largely what can be call_ed the school-age

The country has been

Kenya has a



popul-ation, for about 60% of the total population is made up of
young and active school-goers. The population is also unevenly
distributed- More than 3/4 of the total- population reside on

l-ess than r/3 of the Arabl-e land predominantly in the south
western parts and the coastal strip (ojany and ogendo, tg73 and

Ominde, t984).

About B0% of the total poputation tive in the rural- areas
where a majority are smal-l scale farmers, and the remainder
reside in urban centres. Urbanization, however, is a recent
phenomenon, yet it is steadiJ-y being compounded by the rural__
urban migration. For instance, iri 1965, only g% of the total
population l-ived in urban centres as compared to 20% in 1985.
Kenya rel-ies heavily on the export of primary products like
coffee, tea, sisal and pyrethrum to earn its foreign exchange and
servi-ce the external debt. statistics show that the Gross
Domestic Product (GDp) for the period 19g0 rg8s has been
real-izing an annual- growth rate of 3.1%. writing on the Kenyan
economy, cameron and Hurst (1993) observed that

Although. industry has made a strong start andtourism is emerging as the countri's Uiggãstforeign exchange- eãrner, agricur-ture remainsthe mainstay of the economf. rt contributes
30% of GDp, 65% of exports, is the Larqestemployer of rabour and provides suusisiénceor employment for the popul_ation. (p. 143)
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This descriptj-on of the socio-economic and political background
of Kenya since the colonial period now leads to a discussion of



the development of education.

During the colonial era formal education for Africans Ín
Kenya was very much restricted. The only Africans who managed to
get access to forma] education were functionaries who were

supposed to service the colonial machine as interpreters, clerks
and artisans. rn most cases, the beneficiaries of this type of
educatj-on were sons of colonial chiefs and homeguards. rn fact
the philosophy behind the establishment of colonial- institutions
l-ike the Jeans school-s (for training in vocational- skil-ls ¡ and

government African school-s was to turn out cheap African l_abour

for the col-onial-ists. rn contrast, the education that was

provided for the whites at the ti-me in racially segregated
schools was repJ-icated upon the English public school system.
This type of education prepared them for white col-l-ar j obs in the
colonia] Civil- Service.

T7

Because of this sel-ectj-ve and racj-aIly segregated education,
opportunities of schooJ-ing for Africans were timited even though
there was an increasing demand for education. rn response to
this demand for formal- education, the first breed of indigenous
Africans who had had exposure to western schooling started
community schools cal-l-ed independent school-s especially in
central- province. These schoors were an expression of the
growing disenchantment of indigenous people towards colonial_
education. people, therefore, sought al-ternative means of



provídj-ng literacy to their own folks through communal- efforts.
The need for independent schools al-so arose from people who

wanted their chil-dren to cope with the rapidly changing times
through the acguisition of the basic literacy skill-s of the 3Rs.

The only agencies during the colonial- period which supported the
African educational endeavour through the financlng, construction
and maintenance of schools were missionary socj_eties.

Àt independence, the new government faced pressure from the
people for the provision of desegregated education and expanded

18

opportunities and facil-ities for schooling.
government pledged to do exactly that and going by avail_abl_e

statistics, the financing of education has been claiming the
largest and ever increasíng portion of the government's recurrent
expendi-ture. Accordj-ng to the current Devel-opment pl-an (1984-

19BB) "Government spending on formal education rose from €K 6

mill-ion in 1963 to €K 194 mil-lion, a ri-se of tB per cent of the
national- recurrent budget at independence to 30 per cent in 1983',

(p. 148) and physical expansion in secondary school-s rose from
27,o00 students in 1963 to 465,ooo in 1991. However, this steady
growth in student enrolment was not matched by the growth in
personnel and other educational facilities. This disparity has

remained a constant source of concern to the government. As

stated in the plan,

overall growth in the number of teachers was
somewhat sl-ower than the number of students,resulting in the rise in the student/teacher
ratio from L9.7 in 1963 to 27.9 in 198t. Of

Indeed the
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more serious concern is the trend in thestudent,/trained teacher ratio, which rosefrom 24.L in ]-964 to 54.0 in 1981. Thepercentage of untrained teachers al_mostdoubl-ed between l-964 and 19gI , from à6 percent to 48 per cent. (p. 37)

within the first decade of Kenyars independence, education
became completety desegregated and al-1 schools operated under one
national curricul_um (Development plan, IgB4 19BB). The
educatj-onal system became centrally organised and coordinated.
rn this set-up curricul-um policy is determined at the centre with
peripheral l-evel-s of the educational- system expected to perceive
curricular changes and innovations through the trickring or
filtering effect. This means that the individual- school-s do not
decide, choose or determine their own curricula to fol_row, but
rather they are bound to fol-low one curricul-um prescribed for al-l-
schools in the republic by the central- organs of the MinÍstry of
Educati-on.

The pattern of assessment in secondary school-s since the
col-onial period has witnessed major transformations. rt has
evol-ved from a dependence upon cambridge unj-versity in BritaÍn,
to a regional cooperati-ve venture involving neighbouring uganda
and Tanzania, and finally to an independent and professional
nati-onal- body. At present, ar-l secondary schoor- external_
examinations are organised and certified by the Kenya Nationa1
Exami-nations council-. However, one feature of the examination
system that has not fundamentally changed is its summatlve



nature. Summative examinations are administered at the end of
each cycle of secondary schooling. These examj-nations are used
for certification purposes and are also considered a necessary
yardstick in determining the number of students who either merit
advancing to higher level-s of the educati_onal_ system or going
j-nto paid employment against the backdrop of increasing numbers
combined with limited openings.

since independence the goals of education have been
consistently stated and re-stated in varj-ous reports of national_
commi-ssions on education and devel0pment plans. rn the current
Devel-opment plan (1994 19gg),

Education continues to be a dominant sectorin the_economy its objectives havã-¡ð"r,identified as tft" .. proiision ôi -"quar
educational _ gpportunities for uÍl,-=th"enrichment of the heritage, the productíon ofskilled manpower to méet, the' gið*int--a"achanging demands of the economy. (p. I4B)
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To explicate this further, the government sees education as a
vehicle for fosteri-ng nationar unity by designating some school_s
as national institutions which admit students from various ethnic
groups. Educati-on is also seen as a means of promoting respect
for various i-ndi-genous cul-tures and developing the individual
tal-ents and abilities of l_earners.

Secondary schooling can be defined
Ababa Conference of African States

in rel-ation to the Àddis

on the Development of



Education in 1961.

AS

The level- of education which 'with the
variations required by particular
circumstances, frây consist of a further sixyears of school- l-ife in two stages. ' The two
stages envis j-oned are the l-ówer and thehigher stages of secondary education, about12 15 and 16 18 years respectively, withslight variatj-ons. (t'lakulu , !97l-, p. Ë¡ I

2I

This conference defined secondary education

rn Kenya, secondary schooling is a 4 2 year cycle. The

first four years can be referred to as secondary school-j-ng at
ordinary l-evel, and the next two years invo]ve secondary

schooling at the advanced level-. However, mobility from the
ordinary level- to the advanced l-evel- Ís not always guaranteed for
students; as with mobility into secondary school- itself. There

are tight bottlenecks for al-l- students who seek to advance from
one stage to the next.

eighth and l-ast cl-ass of primary 1 elementary ) schooling,
candidates sit an external_ examination cal_l_ed the Kenya

Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE).

used as a yardstick for sel-ecting candidates who can then proceed

to secondary school. And before the end of the fourth year of
ordinary secondary school-ing level students are again subjected
to yet another external- examination cal-l-ed the Kenya Certificate
of Education (KCE). This examination is the basis for sel-ecting
the 'lucky' few who quatify for l-imited chances at the second

cycle of advanced secondary schooling. Now at the end of this
l-atter stage, students again take another external- examination in

For i-nstance, before the end of the

This examination is



order to sel-ect those who can proceed to any of the country,s
four public unj-versities. This examination is known as the Kenya
Advanced Certificate of Education (KACE).

The necessity of summati_ve eval_uation in the form of
external- examinations, in the Kenyan context, derives from a

number of factors. chief amongst them is the question of
standards. rt is the expectation of the government and of the
Ministry of Education that access to the higher echelons of the
educational system shoul-d be decided by academic merit, whj-ch is
reflected in the high standards of the achievers, as measured by
performance on examinations. This woul-d make formal- education in
Kenya compare favourably with other countrj-es in educational
standards. Thus, external examinations are considered to pfay a

useful- rol-e in selecting learners who have the ability to move

from one cycle to the next.
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Secondly' external examinations are determined to a large
extent by the economics of supply and demand in education. This
is not an issue that is peculiar to Kenya al_one, but rather is
characteristic of most Less Developed countries (LDcs). The
educati-onal- systems of most LDCs are pyramidaJ_ in nature. The
widest opportunities for schooling are located at the base of the
pyramid, which can be referred to as primary educati-on. Mid-way
through the pyramid occurs secondary education, and towards the
narrower apex of the pyramid, post_secondary education and



training can be found. rn the Kenyan case, primary education is
free. Parents are not charged tuition or other fees to send

their chÍldren to school. This concept of 'open doors' has meant

that al-l- those who desire formal schooling can get it. But, at
the secondary school level-, there are fewer opportunities and

facilities to cater for al-l and sundry. Therefore, examj-nations

are used as a mechanism or a sieve in order to ensure that the
limited praces are assigned to the most meritorious, who have

distinguished themselves as the most academj-cally tal-ented by

doing exceptionalJ_y wel_l in examinations.
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Thirdly, examinations serve the purpose of credentialism.
secondary school- education in Kenya lays strong emphasis on

tested and certified academic achievement as the criterion for
advancement within the educational- system. At the same time, aì_l

wage-earning jobs require minimum educational qualj-fications and

certification for recruitment. And as the fJ-oodgates of demand

for education and employment keep swelJ-ing, the government has

imposed stringent conditions around external- examinations and

certification at every cycle of education. This has resul_ted in
a l-ot of funds being expended to do research on how to make the
examination machine more efficient,. (court, rgTg)

f'urthermore,

rapidly than the

effect of this

educationar opportunities tend to expand more

job opportunities for school leavers. The net
expansion is the deval_uation of academic



gualifications received through schooling. There are cases where

jobs which reguired secondary school- qualifications now go only

to those with university credentials. In addition the rapid
growth of the population has also had the effect of raising
selection l-evel-s for al-I cycles of the educatj-onal system. For

instance, entry level-s into prirnary schools with good facilities
and personnel now reguire attendance and certification from pre-
primary institutions. .And those who wish to pursue secondary

education, are required to have passed the Kenya Certificate of
Primary Education examination with upper credit or distinction.
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Therefore, in spite of disparities amongst schools,

personnel and facilitles, students are nonetheless subjected to
the same type of external- examinations.

consequence here is that a majority of students are school-ed to
fail-. Ànd for the majority who end up failing examinations,

school becomes a harrowing experience, because it speIls doom for
them socially and economically. Most employers would prefer to
hire school leavers from high cost schools rather than from
rHarambee'* schools even if both had similar credenti-al-s. The

probable explanation for this is that the qualifications of a

school leaver from a Harambee lnstitution are suspect in terms of
authenticity.
* Kiswahili word for puJ-ling together, denoting schools which

were built through self-he]-p effort through communal-

voluntary funds-drive .

The attendant



Proponents of examinatÍons insist that in the face of cut-
throat-competition for fewer school- opportunities and openings in
the l-abour market, examinations are about the best yardstick for
selecting of those who can make it through the system. rn
response, opponents of examinations argue that external
examinations are not good predlctors of performance on the job.
They are al-so highly skeptical that secondary school- examinations
in Kenya are a fair predictor of performance in subseguent levels
of the educatj-onal- system. They insist that secondary school_

examinations only help to compound the existing inequalities by
guaranteeing success to those from particular class backgrounds
and regions. rn this vi-ew examinations have a gate-keeping and

recrui-ting function for a few who are fil-tered by the educational
system j-n order to be assi-gned the limited occupational- rol-es in
society. Bowles and Gintis (1976) have commented on this form of
credenti-alism:

Educationar- credentiar-s enter here as wer_r_:employers find it desirable to vàsthierarchi-car- authority in wer-r--educatedworkers, not becausé higher l_evels ofschooling may enabr-e an employee to better dothe work at hand or becausä tire more-educatedseem more fit by their demeanor to holdauthority,_ but also simply becauseeducationar achievement as 3yñuotizeo byone sort of sheepskin oi another_legitimates authority acóording to prevailing
social_ val_ues. (p . BZ)
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It is difficult to deny

secondary school reinforce
inequalities of educatlonat

that the external_ examinations at
rather than al_leviate the pre-existing
opportunity.



Generarly, secondary schoors in Kenya are cl-assified
(Cameron and Hurst, 1983) into categories rangj-ng from A, B, C to
D. This classificatj-on is an indication of the potential of the

schools in the process of improvement. Roughly interpreted, 'A'
school-s have the best facilities and staff, and these features

diminish in descending order so that 'Dr school-s have the poorest

or no facilities at al-l-. Ä,ccord j-ng to a Ministry of Education

publication Curriculum GuÍde For Secondary School_s,

Before a school is graded it must be fully
regi-stered. Registration gives the school_
the legal basis for existence, whil_e grading
indicates its national standing. (p. 19)
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Within this grading of school_s into A, B, C and D

categories, there are also three types of secondary schools which

are incl-usive of the four categories. Most Harambee schools fal-l
in either category C or D. In other words secondary schools can

be typified generally as falling under any of these three groups.

These are: general secondary schools, technical secondary

school-s and special schools. According to the Ministry of
Education publication Curricul-um Guide for Secondary School-s,

general secondary schools offer a non-special-ized academic

curricul-um from form I to form 4 (an equivalent of canadian

grades 7 to 10), with the exception of Agriculture. As pupils
work towards their Kenya Certificate of Education examinations,

some subject choice may be introduced. This choice may be made

in areas of business education, science subjects or arts



subjects. All in al-l, this fl-exibil-ity or choice depends upon

the availabllity of teachers, facilities and the prevailing l-ocal

conditions.

Technical- school-s offer academic as wel-l- as technical
subjects. In some technical school-s, students spent 45 per cent

of the time on tech¡ical- subjects, while in others 25 per cent of
the time is spent on technj-cal subj ects, wj-th the remainder of
the time in both cases being spent on selected academic subjects.

The third type are referred to as vocational- schools. These

school-s are relatively few. They offer special courses in
vocational skills and mainly cater for bl-ind and deaf l-earners.
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However, since the incepti-on of the B-4-4 system of formal_

education, the structure described above has, to a great extent

been overtaken by events. The academic curriculum in secondary

school-s has been radically changed. The technj-cal- school-s for
instance, have been transformed into colleges which offer post-

secondary training in a variety of technical- and professional

courses. And the curriculum for all secondary schools has been

integrated and standardized. The main thrust behind these

changes is to produce students who have practical- skil-ls that can

make thern sel-f-relj-ant j-n matters of employment. It is hoped

this wil-l help to curb the trend whereby school-leavers have been

flocking to urban centres in search of white col_lar jobs. The

government's view as expressed in the current Devel-opment Plan



(L984 1988 ) is that
The existing rs government technical schoor-soffer a curriculum which has nearly 60 percent academic content. They there-fore n-eedto be restructured so as to produce graduateswith marketable skill_s and/or preþare themfor further skill tralning - iñ higherinstitutions of technical trainíng.Enrolments are projected to rise from A,gõOin 1983 to tO,2OO in 19gg with cl_assesincreasing from 236 to 273. (p. lSI)

As a result it was decided that
In a move to maximize the social benefit fromthe use of._expensive resources, a phasedprograrune wil_l be introduced to cõnvertexisting technical schools into post_secondary technical training institutäs tomeet thè national requireménts of middte-
level_ manpower. (p. 150 )
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ThÍs section explores the developments j-n secondary school_

education which al-so impinged upon curriculum policy since 1963

to the present. rn particular four factors are identified and

discussed. Firstly, the forces which inspired the development
and expansion of secondary education are discussed. This is
fol-lowed by a description of the expansion of secondary and

teacher education in Kenya. Thirdly, the key agencies which were
invol-ved j-n curriculum change or revision are identified and

discussed. Lastly this section examines the constraints and

2.2 AN OVERVIEW OF SECONDARY SCHOOL EDUCATION

TN THE POST-TNDEPENDENCE ERA
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l-imitations of curriculum policy in Kenya.

As has been discussed elsewhere in this thesis, secondary

education for Africans during the colonial period was restrj-cted.
The dawn of independence brought wÍth it cal-ls for the expansion
of educational- facilities and opportunities. Of major importance
at independence was also the racial desegregation of the former
rEuropean only' school-s and the provision of a standard
curriculum for secondary education, so that l-earners would be

exposed to a uniform content of education and al-so uniform
assessment.

However, not al-l these post-independence aspirations for
secondary education were met. Nevertheless, the major success of
secondary education during this era was the quantitative
expansion of opportunities and facil-ities. rn an attempt to
dj-scuss the salient characteristics of secondary school-ing that
informed the process of curricul-um continuity, change or
revisi-on; four factors wil-l be surveyed. These factors ptayed
and stil-l continue to play an important role in matters of
generar curricul-um policy j-n secondary school education.

The first factor
given impetus to the

since independence.

expansion of secondary

concerns the inspirational forces that have

expansion of secondary schooling in Kenya

One main source of inspiration for the
education in Kenya, âS in other African
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countries' was the result of the Àddis Ababa conference of
African states in 1961. This conference was a milestone in the
development of Àfrican secondary education. The conference not
only defined secondary education, but al_so urged Àfri_can
countries to adapt what was largely a western education to the
Àfrican environment and to national socio-economic and cul-tural
conditions. The commitment

ideal-s expressed by the conference about education was bol_stered
by the forces of African national-ism and political self_
determination, stimul-ated by the realization that a majority of
countri-es had acguj-red political independence. For instance, the
conference decl_ared that

Às the present content of education in Africais not in rine with either exi-sting airiãanconditions, the postulate of iolitiãa]independence, the dominant featuräs -oi-".,
essent j-ally technologicaJ_ â9ê, or theimperatives of balancéd economíc'deveropmentinvolving rapid industrialisation, uuf -isbased on a non-African background, allowingno room for the Afri_can chlldrs 1ntelligence,powers of observation and crõativeimagination to develop freery and help-rri*-t"find his bearings in the- worr-d. 'african
educational authorities shour_d revisã--ãnoreform the content of education in the areasof curricura, textbooks and methods "ã ã"-totake account of the African environment,chil-d_development, cultural heritage u"ã-frr.demands of technor-ogicar progress andeconomic development, especialÌyindustrlalisation. 1uñesco, rg6r, p.- 2ãt--

of most Affican countri_es to the

rn short, the educational systems that had been begueathed
to Afri-can states after the demise of colonial-ism were not
relevant to the African polities. But this notion of relevance



did not go beyond this mooted stage , for no Àfri-can
expricated in simplistic terms how rel-evance can be

adapting education to uniquely African conditions.

Ïn an attempt to discuss relevance in 'the context of
adapting western education to Àfrican situations, yoloye (1986)
identified and el-aborated upon three criterla. These criteria
relate to both l-earners and Àfrican societies vis-a-vis the
African environment and the African cultural heritage. Therefore
African needs, characteristics and resources are considered to be

the criteria or screens through which the rel-evance of education
can be assessed. For instance, the needs of an African
environment, woul-d include such concerns as national- identity,
national- unity, language poticy and egual_ opportunities for the
citizenry in education. converseJ-y, needs related to an African
cul-tural heritage comprise such goals as the identification and
preservation of desirable À,frican val-ues, integratÍon and

deveÌopment. As for the means of pedagogy which shour_d be
adopted in line with the above criteria, yoyole (1986¡ postulates
that

Relevance in curricula, textbooks and methodsof educat j_on must, therefore have a ,o*component as well as a hereafter componeñTTrt cat-ls for flexibil_itt-ad-apEaUifity-änO
cummulativeness in the cóntent óf educaiiðn.(p.tsz)
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country has

achieved by

For a summary of the criteria for
bel-ow.

reJ-evance, see the table 1



Framework for
Tabl-e 1.

Maj or
Elements 1n
Relevance
African
EnvLronment
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Evaluating Rel_evance

Relevance

CriteIla of Relevance

Needs
Natíonal ídentity; national
uníÈy; ideology; language
policy; equalízation of
opportunity

CharacteristÍcs
Demography; political
structure; economy, social
structure; cultuie

Resources
Manpower; materíal;
financial; cultural

African
Cult,ural
Herítage

in the Content of Education

Educatfonal
Processes

Needs
Identíf ícation; preservation;
integration; developmenÈ

Characterist ics
Traditional ; transitíonal ;
modern

Resources
Knowledgeable manpot/er;
folklore; hístory; musíc;
dancing; crafts; medicine;
agriculture

Learning for the
environment

LearnÍng about
the environment

Source: Yoyole ( f986)

Currfculum

Content, Medía

Learning fro¡n the
envíronment

x

within the Kenyan situation the inspirationaÌ forces which
have shaped educationar policies are invariably the five year
development pl-ans and the Presidential commissions on Education.
These publications have unequivocar-ly spert out the goar_s of
education and recommended most of the structuraL changes that

Learning for the
culture

Learníng about
the culture

Learníng from the
culture

Textbook
x

x

Methods

x

x

X

x

X

x

x

x

x x



have taken place as the educational system evol-ved from 1963 to

date. For instance the goals of education have been stated and

re-stated (Ominde Commission, L964; Ndegwa Conìmission, L97L and

Gachathi Commission, 1979) as foll-ows:

(1) To foster a sense of nationhood and promote national unity.

(21 To serve the peopl-e of Kenya and the needs of Kenya without

discrimination.
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(3) To be an instrument of the secular state, iD which no

religion is prj-vileged, and to respect the religious

convictions of all people.

(4) To respect the cultural traditions of the people of Kenya,

both as expressed in social- institutj-ons and rel-ationships.

(5) To restrain an excessively competitive spirit in the school-s

which is incompatible with our traditional- beliefs. Every

young person coming from our schools must be made to realise

that he has a valuable part to play in the national life.

(6) To ensure that education is regarded, used, âS an lnstrument

for the conscious change of attitudes and relationships,

preparing chiJ-dren for those changes of outlook requj-red by

modern methods of productive organisation. At the same time
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education must foster respect for human personality.

(7) To serve the needs of national development.

(B) To promote social eguality and remove divisions of race and

tribe and religion. To pay special attentÍon to training in
social obllgations and responsibilities.

(9) To ensure adaptability to change.

From these objectives of education and those already

indicated elsewhere in this thesis as emanating from the current

Devel-opment PIan (1984 1988), it is clear that the government

lays strong emphasis on educatiorì as a triple agent of economic

prosperity, social transformation and political unity. But the

extent to which education has effected these changes may be a

useful area for further research. However, Court (l979) cites
comparative research which was carried out i-n Kenya and Tanzania

which established that education tends to fol-l-ow rather than

determine social-, economic and political structures.

actually means that whatever goes on in the schools is a

reproduction or a mj-rror of the practices within the econofry, the

social fabric and the prevailing political ideoJ-ogy. Bowles and

Gintis (L976) state categorically that no educational theory,

however sophisticated, can overl-ook the fact that school-s prepare

l-earners for prevailing economic life j-n society. To guote these

This



authors:

By attuning young people to a set of social-relationships simil-ar to those of the workplace, schooling attempts to gear the
development of personal needs - to its
requj-rements. (p. 131)

Gj-ven this perspective, it would suffice to describe the
expansion of secondary education and secondary teacher education
as a second factor. Taken together, both the expansion of
secondary school enrol-ment and teacher education have had

ramif ications which have had a bearing on currj-cul_um policy. At
independence in 1963, there were only 95 secondary schools as

compared to 783 school-s in t97o and :-486 ín 1977. of these
institutions, only 4 were secondary technical- school_s and B

secondary vocational- school-s. According to Bessey (rg72) , up to
1970, total student enrol-ment in secondary schools stood at
126 ,855 . of these total- , 7 4,56r çq¡ere Ìearning in government

aided school-s while the remainder were either in Harambee or
private school-s. At this point in time 37 ,s2B places at
secondary schools were taken by girls and the rest were boys.

Table 2 bel-ow shows the statistics of both government aided and

unaided schools.
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Tabl-e 2.

Year
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The Number of Secondary Schools up to irg77

1963
l-964
19 65
1966
L967

1968
r97t
I97 3
L97 4
]-977

82
154
186
199
266

232
331
380
404
444

Source: Lill-is (1983)

A remarkabl-e feature of this quantitative expansion is that
whereas there were onÌy :-2.4 percent of unaided school-s in :'963,
their numbers had grown so steadily that by rg77 a vast majority
were government unaided school-s. According to Nel_son (1g84),

Enroll_ment in secondary schools, incJ_uding
those devoted to teaðher and vocationai
training, grew by nearly 130 percent between
1-973 and 1980, ârr overal_l rate greater thanthe 116 percent growth of primary enrollment
in the same interval-. (p. I24) -

13
90

18r
266
366

369
478
522
668

r042

Most government aided schools were single sex boarding schools.
But unaided schools were varied. Whereas a majority were either
Harambee or private school-s, they fell in any of the following
groups. They were either mixed (co-educational-) day, oE mixed

boarding and day schools. others were single sex boarding or

95
244
367
465
542

60r
809
902

r07 2
I4B6

s j-ngle sex boarding and day schools. Most Harambee schooJ_s,



however were mainly mixed day schools.

one uncontrol-led factor of the general expansion of
secondary schools was the pivotal role that came to be performed
by the Harambee movement in Kenyan secondary èducation. This
movement is premised on the concept of communal funds-drives in
order to build, staff and maintain schools where the government

could not do so. Funds-drives are organised by powerful
politicians on a routine basis whereby large sums of money is
donated generously by the people. some observers think that
Harambee school-s are the only hope for achieving not only
equitabÌe access to secondary school- education, but al-so ensuring
that education remains the only legitimate source of upward

social- mobility. However, opponents of Harambee see it as a
misguided movement that is only serving to divert money from
other worthy causes. They point out that Harambee school-s with
their poor facilities and inadequate personnel- tend to accentuate
rather than al-l-evi-ate pre-existing inegualities i_n education.

Rel-ated to expansion in secondary school enrolment was the
expansion of secondary teacher education over the years. A

general problem that has plagued the educational system is the
inadequate supply of professionally trained teachers. whil_e most
government aided schools use trained teachers, a majority of the
unaided school-s utilize untrained teachers and volunteers.
According to Bray et aI. (1986) in rg7z, all_ teachers in high-
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cost government aided

whil-e 68 percent of
university graduates.

of what was taught

institutions, whether

determined to a J-arge

particular subjects.

school-s were trained universj-ty graduates,

the teachers in unaided school_s were non-

fn the prevj-ous system of education most

in unaided schools, especially Harambee

in the arts or science curricul_um was

extent by whether teachers could teach

Generally, the moral-e of teachers in Harambee school-s is l-ow

and they freguently guit because of l_ow pay or sometimes

prolonged periods of non-payment. It has not been uncommon for
students to stay in school for days without learni-ng a particular
subject before the management could hire another teacher.
General-Iy, these school-s have produced a pool of school-leavers
who become economically disadvantaged because of correspondingly
high drop-out rates and examination fail-ure. By implication,
since the students had not acquired any particular skil_l_s, they
have onry to join the mainstream of the jobress in society. rt
can therefore be hypothesized that a majority of these school-
leavers and drop-outs are exploited for cheap non-skill-ed labour
to continue their alienation which had its roots in the
educational system. In elucidatÍng this fact, Bowles and Gintis
(1975), observe that

Al_ienated labour is refl_ected in thestudent's l_ack of control over his or hereducation, the al_ienation of the student fromthe curricul_um content, and the motivation ofschool- work through a system of grades andother external rewards rather -than the
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This description of the nature of school-s is al-so rel-ated to the
development and expansion of teacher training.

student's integration with either the process
(learning) or the outcome lknowtedge) of the
educational- 'productionr process. (p. 131)

At present there are several- secondary teacher training
institutj-ons. Tabl-e 3 below shows the expansion of these
institutions since independence. rn addition to those
institutions shown in the tabl-e, four primary teacher training
institutions were upgraded with the inception of the B-4-4 system

of education to train arts-oriented teachers at diploma 1evel i-n

education. These institutions are Siriba Teachers' CoÌIege, Moi

Teachers' College, Kagumo Teachers' College and Kisii Teachers'

College.

Table 3.

Evolution of Secondary Teacher Educat.Íon
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Makerere College B.Ed. programme (1963);

Kenyatta coÌlege s1 programme and Graduate programme ( 1966 ) ,

University of Nairobi Graduate programme (L966);

Kenya Science Teachersr College SI programme (L967 );
Egerton College SI Programme (1969),

Graduate Programme (1987 )

Kenya Polytechnic (L969)

Kenya Technical- Teachers' College (I979).

Adapted from: Lill_is ( 1983 )



In addition to the above institutions,
secondary school teachers were Christian
missj-ons supplied teachers especially to
sponsorship from their congregations.

The third factor constitutes agencies of curriculum change

or revj-sion in Secondary School- Education. Since the col_onial_

period up to 1968, the main agency of secondary school curricul_um

and assessment needs was the Cambridge Local Examinati_ons

Syndicate of the United Kingdom. The content and assumptions

about knowledge which informed the secondary school curriculum
during these formative years were based on English traditions.
what was at play, according to Lil-l-is (r9g5), was the assumption
that bl-ocks of knowledge coul-d be channel-led from the Metropolis
to the former colony. This is exemplified in massive packages of
curriculum materials that were fashioned for Kenyan school_s in
Mathematics and science. The assumption was that Kenyan

institutions and teachers had the capaci_ty to adapt to, and

util-ize such curricul-a materials.
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the other

Missions.

school-s under

source of

These

their

Arthough the Kenya rnstitute of Education (KrE) was

established in 1964, it never became effective as an agent of
curriculum development until the early 1970s. until_ then, i_ts

rol-e had been subsumed by the Cambridge Local- Examinations
syndicate and, it was permeated and controll_ed by British



expatriates and val-ue-systems. Àpart from KfE. the other notable
agency of curriculum devel-opment at secondary school- level- was

the East African Examinations counc j-l- ( EAEC ) which was

establ-ished in 1968. But long after cambridge was no longer
directly involved in the operations of KIE and EAEC, the British
values stil,l thrived because the African personnel who took over

were stlll imbued with the same values and there was still_ a

strong workforce of expatriate teachers ln hlgh-cost schools who

remained opinion-l-eaders on curriculum trends in the country. To

a certain extent the Ministry of Education's inspectorate
dj-visj-on and some teacher training colleges also played both a

pivotal and collaborative rol-e in curricul-um matters.

4T

However after the demise of EAEC, Kenya formed its own

professional- body, the Kenya National Examinations Council- (KNES)

to take charge of alL secondary school- assessment and

certification needs. KNEC prepares specific subject syllabuses
and sets, admi-nisters and marks all external- examinations both at
primary and secondary school level_. Àt this juncture some

mention again shoul-d be made of the Cardinal rol-e of KIE in
curriculum development. The mai-n responsibility of KrE is the
general development of new curricula and instructional materials.
rn order to accomplish this mammoth task, the KrE utilizes
members of the J-nspectorate and teacher members of subj ect paneJ_s

(Bessey, 1972). According to ol-uoch (L979), a former director of
KIE, subject panels



are made up of persons who are interested inthe development of theÍr subjects or
currj-culum areas. These subj ect pãneJ_s are
usual-ly chaired by subject inspectórs in theMinistry of Education inspectoráte. (p. 3s)

But due to the expanding role of KrE, there are now two

types of panels: the course panels, and specific research and

evaluation panels. WhlLe the former deals with academic and

professional curricular affairs, the latter handles and reviews
the basic needs for research with a vi-ew to initiating and
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guiding education projects (OÌuoch, i-97g).

establ-ished in April 1964, its functions were outlined (Bessey,

I972 ) as:

(i) To administer a scheme of examinations on behalf of the
Ministry of Education and to make recornmendations for
the award of the teachers' certi_ficates.

(ii ) To be a centre of
officers of the

educational work.

(iii) To promote and

conferences and

others engaged in
work.

When KIE was

professi-onal- activity
government and others

cooperate

ln-service

or intending

for teachers,

engaged in

in the prov j_sion of
courses for teachers and

to engage in educational



(iv )
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To arrange for lectures
demonstrations and the l-ike

for interchange of
institutions.

(v) To promote educational-

publication of the results
in educational practice.

(vi )

and course

for member

teachers

To provide advisory services to the government and

other organisations as reguested from time to time by

the Minister for Education.

rn 1968, through government legislation in the national-
assembly, ârr education act gave the KrE new 1egal status. The

new functions of KIE involved the take-over of the curriculum
development and research centre. Then the re-organisation that
foll-owed created four key departments. These departments

(Bessey, J-972) were:

of lectures or

institutions and

between member

research and secure due

and to foster improvements

(a)

(b)

Curriculum development with seven sectj_ons.

(c)

Educatlonal research with

In-service education

four sections.

and professional_ development with



(d)

four secti-ons.

The last factor comprises the constraints to curricul-um

change and revj-sion. In Kenya curriculum changes arise from a

combination various factors and interest groups. Bessey (1972)

describes some of these as community pressure, teacher attitudes

and government initiatives. Such pressures are, however, not

often evenly spread out, but vary from one regi-on to another.

More often than not, whenever a new curricul-um is introduced in

the school- system, progranmes of experimentatj-on and eval-uati-on

are carried out only j-n some selected high-cost school-s. Such

institutions are former 'whites' schools l-ike the former Prince

of Wales (now Nairobi School¡, the former Duke of York (noe,¡

General services including

five sectÍons.
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pre-service education with

Lenana School- ) and the Al-liance High School-.

institutj-ons that were characterised by cel-ebrated English val-ues

diffused through the equivalency model (Lillis, !983) and

replicated closely upon the English public school system. Even

after independence these lnstitutions, maintained, fostered and

cherished these tradj-tions in spite of having been racial-Iy

desegregated.

Teachers in other schools are hardly made aware of such

pilot schemes, neither are they consulted, and by implication,

These are



when they are reguired to adopt new curricula, they are not
offered ample time to make their views, comments and feedback

known. Às a result, curricul-um changes are perceived as having
been externally imposed, âs opposed to evolving genuinely within
the dictates of the educational system.

weaknesses which can be criticÍzed. rn fact some of these
weaknesses constitute the agenda for the change from the prevj_ous

system to the B-4-4 system of education. rn the ol-d system, the
methodological thrust was operant learni_ng verging on the cram-

system where students and teachers al-ike are invol-ved in
inculcating a wide range of textbook facts and reproducing them.

This approach j-s occasioned by competitive external examinations
which have been, and stil-l- are, a distinct feature of upward

educational mobility.

Secondary school curriculum
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The necessity and pressure of examinations meant that viabl_e

practical and manual skill-s that were needed for the country's
predominantly informal sector (rural farm and non-farm
activities) were generally negrected. Emphasis was instead
placed upon a preparation for white-colIar Jobs in the cities.
Parents and pupils j-ncreas j-ngly came to look upon formal
schooling as a means towards this end. rn the current
development plan (1994 19BB) for instance, it is stated that

The attitudes of both parents and students to
formal education as a route to modern sector

has certain discernible



employment need to be changed since many
school--l-eavers will be forced to l_ook fo?
empJ-oyment in the informal sector, non-urban
activities, especialJ_y small--scal_e
agriculture and rural non-farm activities.
(p. 14e )

Tneguality is yet another problem that miLitates agaj-nst the
adoption and diffusion of new curricula in secondary education.
This problem is manifested in various forms. For instance, there
are unegual proportions of qualified teachers within
institutions, regions and provinces. Many students especialry in
rural- areas without good socj-al- amenities and infrastructure are
taught by ungual-ified or underqualified teachers. Connected with
these manpower probÌems are al-so problems of physical facilities
and educational facilities. Shortages of instructÍonal material-s
abound in most institutions, and therefore there Ís an unegual
access and the actual- exposure to, formal schooling which cuts
across region and class structures of society.
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Furthermore, there are bureaucratic and ideological
l-imitations that can also explai-n the ineffectiveness of
curricul-um change. within the central organs of the curricul-um
pol1cy machi-ne, change or revision of curriculum is either poorly
conceived of, or, because of conservative elements, change is
never attempted and carrj-ed out systematically. Two curricul_um

projects which were problematic, the Mathematics project and the
Literature in English project, serve as exampJ-es of this.



The School- Mathematics Project (SMP) was developed in the
United Kingdom and then introduced through expatrj-ate teachers
into secondary school-s in 1963. rt was l_ater to be adopted by

KIE between 1968 and 1970 and recommended for use in school-s as

the school Mathematics project of East Africa (sMpEA). The

proj ect was mainly material-s-based. Curricul-um packages were

made available for secondary school teachers, but there was

insufficient in-servicing of teachers prior to the adoption
phase. In addition the content and concepts of the subject had

not been mastered by the teachers so that they were unable to
effectively impJ-ement it. Eurthermore, teachers found the
heuristic methodology recommended for SMPEA cumbersome and

unsuited to the assessment needs of students. The heuristic
approach by this time was a popular teachi-ng model in the United
Kingdom, but with the Kenyan emphasis on external examinatj-or1s,

the method was found inappropriate both by teachers and students.
The programme largeJ-y fail-ed and was discontinued in 19BO because

its assumptions about what constituted valid knowJ-edge for Kenyan

students with regard to miLieu, its transmission and assessment

were found wanting.
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Between r974 and r976 there was al_so an attempt to
Africanize the English literature syllabus which was being
offered for instructlon and assessment at secondary school- l-evel_.

The thrust of the efricanlzation crusade came from the University
of Nairobi's Literature department. The argument was that the
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content of the curri-culum was too Eurocentric and that it needed

an infusion of AfrÍcan literature, with a component of African
oral literature. For some time it looked as if these changes in
literature would be adopted, but no attempt whatsoever was made

in that direction. The proposals were rejected outright by both

EAEC and the government.

The reasons given for the rejection (Lillis, Lggs) were,

firstly, that the currj-cu1um which had been designed in the
change proposal was poorly done and the component of oral-

literature which had been incl-uded was "of dubious value".
secondly, it was cl-aimed that the changes which had been

suggested were "radi-cal" and inconsistent with the contemporary

ideology and status quo. According to Lil-ris (r9gs), the
proposed l-iterature curriculum failed largely because it

had a critical Afri_can dimension, but lacked
a substantial audience beyond the initial
protagonists at the University of Nairobi and
their reference groups. Indeed, they
themsel-ves challenged the equivalency
standard but fail-ed to shift the val-ues and
assumptions on which it was buil_t. (p. BB)

In sum, both the mathematics and l-iterature programmes

faired due to bureaucratic and ideological problems. The

mathematics project was adopted and diffused in schools, but its
assumptions, values and orientation were not attuned to the
Kenyan milieu invol-ving preparation of teachers and shifting the
balance of assessment. But in contrast, the l-iterature



curriculum was never implemented (it never took off) because it
was seen by conservatlve educational planners as a challenge to
their cosmopolitan val-ues and traditions as well as a threat to
the status quo. f,illis (1983) observes that

Many African decision-makers of the lmmediate
pre- and post-independence era, emerged from
the equivalency schools, especially ÀIl_iance
High School ('the African ellte'). As a
result, many of them perceived knowledg", the
transmission of knowledge and the educational
system itself as non-problernatic, accepting
that what was good for UK was good for Kenya;
accepting, in addition to the instrumental_
value of the European curriculum, its
supposed intrinsic worth. (p. 234)
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Unlike S.M.P.E.À. mathematics (an external- innovation) and

Literature in English (an attempted internal transformation¡,
S.E.E. was introduced into the secondary school curriculum by the

central- organs of the Ministry of Education. s.E.E. was a

brainchil-d of the government. Therefore, the decision to
introduce it as a completely new addition into the school-s was

very much poJ-itical as it was also educational-. However, one

common feature shared by al-l the three subjects is that they were

al-l- adapted (or sought to be adapted in the case of Literature
in English) to an educational system which ls basically the same,

save for the modifications that may be introduced by the debut of
the 8-4-4 Programme.



Social Education and Ethics (S. E. E. ) was launched in the

Secondary School curricul-um in JuIy, 1985. This coincided with

the start of a restructuring of the educational- system from

primary school to higher education. Previously, the educational

system refl-ected a 7-6-3 cycle. This meant seven years of
primary schoolj-ng, six years secondary, and three years

Univers j-ty educatj-on (for most basic degree courses ) . The

rationale for introducing S. E. E. in secondary schools was to

eguip learners with necessary social- skills and instil- in them a

sense of the community and the wider society in which they would

operate upon leaving school. The introduction of Social

Education and Ethics was also ascribed to the necessity for youth

to become responsible and patriotic cj-tizens who woul-d have

regard for other peoples' welfare. To a certain extent S.E.E.

was regarded as a subject that woul-d address the deteriorating
problem of di-scj-p1ine in the school-s. Cases of indiscipline
involving student strikes and wanton destruction of school

property (The Weekl-y Review, Jan. 10th, l-986 ) had been on the

increase. Seen from this perspective, Social- Education and

Ethics would thus be used to inculcate in students soci-al-

awareness of the rol-es that each and every individual had to play

as a contribution towards the overall betterment of society.
Eurthermore, through S.E.E. students would be enabl-ed to
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2.3 SUBJECT CONTEXT

LAUNCHING



understand how their own physical developmental- patterns unfol_d

and relate t.o each other more freely and meaningfutly. As an

indication of the content that s.E.E. covers, some of the topics
are as follows:

* The Family
* Human virtues
* Family needs and management

* Physical and psychorogical development of a person
* personal_ health
* The School_

* Human dignity
* Leisure
* Drug use and Abuse

* ¡thnic traditions
* Religious Ethics
* Courtship and Marriage
* Marital relationships
* Population and envj_ronmental education
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As a detail_ed example of content, the
units are taught in the form one (eguivalent

S.E.E. course (Njorge and Bennaars, !996).
(i) The family.

- Home in the family.

The family as a group.

The family as an institution.

fol-lowing topics and

of Canadian grade 7 )
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Change and continuity in the family.
Confl-ict and harmony in the family.

(iÍ) Virtues and the family.
The family and Social_ Education.

- Human virtues.
parental_ and fil_ial love.
Fraternal l_ove.

- Vi-rtues related to love.

- Virtues of obedience.

(iii) Growth and development.

Chil-dhood.

- Adolescence.

In search of identity.

- Adul_thood.

Ol_d age.

- Learning by experience.

(iv) Personal_ health.
personal heal_th.

Social heal_th.

physical heal-th.

- Mental and social health.
Keeping our conmunity healthy.
Keeping our environment cl_ean.

- Virtues and personal_ health.
(v) Family needs and resource management.

The family and the school_.
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Basic needs and the family.
Basic needs and growth needs.

ramily needs and management.

- Needs of special persons in the family.
- Members and family needs.

- Work and family needs.

(vi) The school.

The school_ as an institution.
The school as a place of learning.
The school- as a community.

Traditions of the school-.

Functions of the school.

Environment of the schooL.

School problems.

School- virtues.

when Social- Education and Ethics was i-ntroduced into the
secondary school system, the first time ever, that such a subject
was to be taught, not much groundwork was done in preparation for
its launching. For instance, teachers had never taken a formal_

course rel-ated to the subject, nor were they pre-serviced in
order to teach s.E.E. conseguently no in-servj-ce courses were
conducted for would-be teachers of the subject. certainly, some

short' two-week induction courses were conducted throughout the
country which were attended by at least one teacher from each
school, but there was no follow-up in the form of comprehensive



At the level of the schooÌ, it was up to the head to designate
one member of staff to teach s.E.E. More often than not the
teachers were chosen to teach s.E.E. regardless of their
motivation, interest and academi-c background.

teachers at Kenyatta university who drafted the first s. E. E.
syllabus, later wrote that

Not.9n1y j_s this particular syllabus new topupils, it is also new to the teachers andthe school_s. But., although new as a subj ectin the schools, the content prescribed by-thesyllabus is not new at al_l; most of it is infact very or-d, going back to traditionaltimes (Njoroge and genñaars, LgB6, preface).
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The rationale for the introduction of the g-4-4 system of
education was to eguip the l-earners with necessary and useful
practical and sociaÌ skil-l-s. Implied here is that these skills
were not properly catered for in the previous system of
education. rt was expected by the government that within the g-
4-4 system of education, students leaving at the end of each
cycle woul-d be sel-f-reliant and sufficiently prepared to work
effectively within the informal sector even if they fail_ed to get
gainful employment in the formal sector.

Two eminent

declared in the current DeveLopment plan (rgg4 19gg) that
To ensure that the momentum of educationalgrowth continues during the plan periodwithout sacrificing quatity or rär_evanäe thefol_lowing strategies wiff be used

(iJ_ A ful_l_.9. year basic education programmewill_ be established commencing 1985, ãs thefirst phase in the B-4-4 syõtem oi formar_education.

It is accordingÌy



(fi) Curriculum development will be used toinfluence those changes needed to make
education more relevant, to the needs of themajority of school-leaveis.

(iii) Because the cost of these ambitious
programmes, partlcularly the g-4-4 progranìme
and the on-golng school milk programmel wil_Istraj-n the available financial- resources,
Tays and means will be found for passing on alarger share of the cost of þost-piimaryeducation and lraining through'cóst-sharingl
schemes to those who benefit from them and
seeki-ng the support of loca1 communitj-es.(p. 1s0 )
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The weekl-v Review (January Ioth, 1996) quotes the former

dj-rector of higher education, peter Kinyanjui, at the time of
inception of the B-4-4 prograrune as saying that the philosophy
behind the 8-4-4 system of education is to develop in learners a

sense of "sel-f-reliance, training and further education.',
Àccordingl-y, the curricul-um was to be geared towards the
promotion in l-earners of "firm foundations for the development of
disciplj-ne, integrity, adaptability, cooperation and patriotism. "

(p. 3)

A number of changes were introduced with the inception of
this new system of formal- education. whereas the students in the
ol-d system were taking an average of 6 to B subjects for their
Kenya certificate of Education examinations, in the B-4-4 system

students are reguired to study 13 subjects. out of these at
l-east 11 are compulsory for the new Kenya certificate of
secondary Education examinations beginning in 19g9. These



compulsory subjects include English langruage, Lugha ya Kiswahili,

Mathematics, Biological Sciences, Physical Sciences, History and

Government. However, S.E.E. is not compulsory in this sense, but

optÍonal to either Christian Religious Education (C.R.E. ) or

IslamÍc Religious Education (I.R.E. ). Therefore, the decision to

enter candidates for either S.E.E., C.R.E. or I.R.E. for external

examinations of the Kenya Certificate of Secondary Examination

(K.C.S.E. ) rests squarely with each individual school as it deems

it necessary and exercises its discretion on behalf of students.
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Many of the subjects have been standardized and integrated

in the 8-4-4 system, although they were not in the previous

system. For instance, students cannot make a choice for

examj-nation purposes in science subjects and mathematics. In

addition subj ects l-ike physics and chemj-stry have been integrated

to form physical sciences. And there is just one variety of
mathematics In al-] schools instead of vari-eties of mathematics

that school-s coul-d offer in the previous system such as

Mathematics Alternative S and Al-ternati-ve B. Al-1 school-s are

reguired to take physícaÌ and biological scj-ences regardless of
whether they have teachers and facilities like l-aboratories or

not. In the Arts section, English and Literature in English have

been integrated to form English language, while Kiswahil-i and

Fasihi ya Kiswahili have al-so been merged to form Lugha ya

Kiswahili.



what is impried in s. E. E. is actually the teaching of
socj-al life education and social ethics. These two together are

considered under the umbrel-la term of s. E. E. The substance or
content of the course is drawn mainly from the context of Kenyan

institutional l-ife, but nevertheless having aspects which can be

generalised to a wider social context beyond the Kenyan setting.
In this course, therefore, social education woul-d refer to the
induction of the l-earners into an understanding of their own

l-ives and those of others in the community. According to Njoroge

and Bennaars (1986), this entail-s "helping the youth to grow up,

not just phys j-cal]y, but al-so mentarly, socially and

emotionafly. '' (p. 190 ) rn addition, social ethics deal_s with
people's conduct j-n society. To quote Njoroge and Bennaars

(1986) again, social ethics invol-ves "studying what kind of rul_es

and laws people have to guide them in living together and what

they consider to be important for life in society (p. 2r)".
Pertj-nent here are the val-ues of people in various institutions
including the school and the family.

DEFINITION, GOALS AND APPROACH OF S. E. E.
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The type of approaches adopted for teaching this course are
varied, but malnly depend upon individual_ teachers, so that no

emphasis is l-aid on any single approach or technigue. The course
syJ-labus , however, indicates that through expl_anati_on and

apprecj-ation, the course shoul-d eguip learners with social skil_Is



to enable them to function effectively within the social fabric.
rn a nutshell-, the following are some of the goals of s. E. E.

(Njoroge and Bennaars, 1986):

(a) Students shoul-d understand and appreciate themselves as

being members of the famiry, school and the larger
community.

(b) Students should recognise and

continuity, as well as conflict
and society.
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(c) The course ought to enable l-earners to become aware of human

virtues related to the family, and appertaining to love,
obedience, needs and resource management.

( d ) S. E. E. would enabl-e students to real-ize their own growth

from childhood through adolescence, and to identify their
responsibilities as adul-ts to the aged

(e) The course would enable students to understand and

appreciate their own personal, social, physical, and

community health; as wel-l- as the fact that environmental-

heal-th is a necessity, and therefore, it requires a

coll-ective effort.

comprehend change and

and harmony in the family

For

for
ful-ler details concerning the aims of S.E.E.

K.C.S.E. examinations, see Appendix B.

The approach of S.E.E. would

tradition (Barth o Shermis, i-}TO) and

fit
the

and its content

into the

knowledge

citizenship

of the past



as a guÍde to good citizenship (Brubaker et ã1, 1977 ) frameworks

for conceptualizing social studj-es progranìtmes in North America.

Barth ç Shermis (1970) argue that according to the citizenship
transmj-ssion framework, the content of what is taught is presumed

to be known and sel-f-evident. Learners are expected to
internalise "val-ues which reflect the accepted behavior of the
community that the school- services.', (p. g3) rmplied here is
the incul-cation of values such as obedience and good conduct as a
basis for creating a law-abiding citizenry out of the young

generation, who are presumed to be vessel--Like receptors in the
learning process.
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Brubaker et al. (L977), expand upon the three traditj-ons
propounded by Barth & shermis (1970 ) and identified five
frameworks. of these frameworks, knowledge of the past as guide

to good citizenship, which is heaviry l-aden with moral_

prescrj-ptions rel-ates more to s.E.E. than the others. For

instance, the l-earners are exposed to factual- knowledge about

socj-etal norms and val-ues in a manner that. gJ-ves an impression

that there is general consensus on the useful-ness or authenticity
of such norms and values. This means there i-s an absence of
critical inquiry by both teachers and students. rnstead,
authority derives from the subj ect matter itsel-f , which j_s

treated as being sacrosanct. Evaluation in this case rests on

the assumption that all ends are amenabl-e to measurement.

Learners are expected to reproduce the facts that they are taught



concerning cul-tural
eventual-ly grow into

val-ues, and the expectation

being good citj-zens.
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is that they



The nerve centre of any educatj-onal- 'system is the
curriculum. rn a broad sense curriculum can be seen as a
continuum. At one extreme, it relates to matters of educational
policy. At this point policy decisj-ons are taken that are

supposed to permeate the rest of the continuum. For instance,
decÍsions about the nature of knowledge and the conceptuaÌ

orientations for i-mparting such knowledge are taken. What woul-d

foll-ow is the systematÍc process of curriculum development. This
is the stage of formul-ating procedural guidelines and support
materials. The next stage can be referred to as a pilot-testing
or verification. Here the concern is to ascertain the pract.ical
viability of the theoretical desígn. The stage which fol-lows and

which is crucial in any currj-culum design is the implementation

or adaption of a curriculum for use in an educational- setting.
Evaluation is the l-ast stage of the design process. rt is
concerned wit.h ascertaj-ning whether the implementatj-on took place
and if the desired goals of the curriculum are being attained.
This last stage is not necessarily the end-point of curriculum
deslgn, but rather informs the other preceding stages of the
necessary alterations or adjustments to be made. It means that
for a curriculum to be successful-ly constructed, adopted and

utilized in accordance with its initial- goals, evaluation should

CHAPTER 3 - TTTEORETICAL FRÀMEWORK

AND THE THEORETTCAL ROLE OF THE TEACHER

3.1 CURRTCULUM TMPLEMENTATION
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be a continuous process.

The concept of implementatj-on in curriculum theory, l-ike

curricul-um j-tself , can be seen from a variety of perspectives.

But what determines the perspective from which one may view

implementation depends upon oners concept of, and assumptions

about knowledge as well- as the ontological- presuppositions held

about l-earners and learning. Tn the context of this study

implementation refers to the translation of curricul-urn guidel-ines

or theoretical- proposals into workabl-e realities in the

cl-assroom. Michael- Ful-lan in The Meaning of Education Chanqe has
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given one of the most comprehensive definitions of
implementation. He wr j-tes that i-mplementation

Consists of the process of putting into
practice an j-dea, program, or set of
activities new to the people attempting or
expected to change. The change may be
externalJ-y imposed or voluntarily sought;
explicitly defined in detail- in advance or
developed and adapted incrementally through
use; designed to be used uniformJ_y or
del-iberately planned so that users can make
modifications accordi-ng to their perceptions
of the needs of the situation. (p. 54)

rmprementation as an aspect of curricul-um design and

development depends sorely on what people do and what they fail
to do (Fu1lan and Park, !98I). These people coul_d be the

schools' boards of governors, headmasters and headmistresses,

classroom teachers, students and parents. what these, and other
people are supposed to do in the context of implementation is to
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adapt a change or revision in previous
attain or move in the direction of
curricul-um goal(s).

rmplementation, however, is not a singte-faceted occurrence.
rt is a multidimensional- process. According to Eul-l-an and park
(198r), three fundamental- dimensions of curriculum implementation
that underlie change or revislon are teaching approaches, beliefs
or philosophical assumptions and materj_al_s.

representation of the change or revlsion process is summarized in
figure 1 bel-ow.

Fig-ure 1

Goal The chanpê Tmn] ama¡| a+ i ^*

practices in order to
outcomes intended by the

Des ired
Educat íona1

Goal

Source: I'ul_lan and park (1981).

The Change

Figure 1 represents a non-l-inear process of implementation. Each
stage from goal to outcome is interdependent upon the other
stages so there is contÍnuous adjustment and revision until the
desired educati-onal outcome which i-s conunensurate with the
initial- goal is achieved.

fmplementat íon

1. Altering materÍaIs
2. Alteríng teachÍng

approaches
3. AlterÍng beliefs

The diagrammatic

However, certain key factors or eLements impinge upon the
process of curriculum implementation. Full-an (rg12) identifies
four major el-ements. First is the curri-culum itsel-f . There are

ïmproved student
achievement,

Outcome

ttítude change



four ways in which the curricul-um itself can facil-itate or impede

imprementation. These are its clarity, priority, complexity and

practicality (Ftrllan, I9B2). Clarity refers to the precision and

understandabil-ity of the curricul-um to those who must implement
it. Priority is the perceived need. For instance, if the
curriculum is perceived as embodying the emerging needs of
learners, teachers, or the community then chances are that it is
J-ike1y to be j-mplemented. Complexity on the other hand refers to
the demands that a curriculum may have upon users. rf its use
requires major changes in the practices of users, then it stands
l-ittl-e chance of being implemented. Finaì-ly practicality is the
actual- utility that a curriculum may be perceived to have.

The second el-ement of implementation is organisation.
organisation is characterised by adaptation to varj-ous condj_tions
at the school level-. These conditions which may vary from one
school- to another and are dependent upon variabl-es like the
experiences of previous changes, the nature of professional_
development of administrators and teachers, and the necessary
support from other school--based factors. Above all the dictates
of organisation require that good channels of communication exist
between those who deve]op and those who recej-ve and transl-ate the
new curriculum.
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Thirdly, the base rever rel-ations at the school-
important. These rel-ations can be viewed along three axes.

are

The



first axis consists of school administrators. The second is made

up of peer relatj-onships amongst teachers; and the third can be

considered as teacher orientations. All- the three axes ought to
function in a colJ-egial and interdependent relationship. Such a

relationship underl-ines the notion of mutual_ support and

resourceful-ness .

The fourth major el-ement in the implementation process is
the rol-e of support agencies external to the school-. Examples of
such agencl-es are school divisions, departments, and the Ministry
of Education, which are invol-ved in supervisory matters of the
school and general curricul-ar affairs. It is important to note
that one overridj-ng factor within all- these fundamental- el-ements

of curriculum impÌementation is the significance of meaningful
communicati_on and feedback channels.
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Figure 2, bel-ow summarises the mai-n e]ements of curricul-um
in the implementation process.



Factors Affecting Implementation

A:
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Figure 2

THE CHANGE

lå",,,."-"--l.-,
le"ia"ri"" I

The currículum itself
- clarity
- complexity
- priorÍty
- practícalÍty
Organísat íon
- prevíous experience
- traíníng for

administrators
- teacher ínput and

professional trainíng
- com¡nuníty support
School relatíons
- admínistrators
- teacher/teacher
- teacher oríentations
Support agency
- Minístry of Education
- other departments
- external links

B:

Adapted from: Fullan and Park (1981).

D:

This examination of the elements of the i-mplementation
process leads us to consider the functions of the cl-assroom

teacher. The teachers'rol-e has often been obscured or
sidel-ined, especiall-y with reference to educational- change and

improvement, leading to addressing wrong issues in educational_

poJ-icy. According to connelly (L972), one major factor for
curriculum fail-ure is the l-ack of regard for teachers as

arbitrators between the demands of curriculum materi-al-s and

instructional- situations .

IMPLEMENTATTON

Changes Ín:
* materials
* teachíng

approaches
* beliefs

OUTCOME

Improved
student
aehíevement,
att itude
change



rn situations where teachers grapple to implement curricul-a
handed down to them by developers, there are rareÌy any

meani-ngful support structures. It is as if teachers are expected
to behave like automatons, whereby they receive curriculum
packages and are expected to transl-ate the curricul-um into
classroom practice without a hitch. unruh and unruh (r9g4)
assert that

The initial_ curriculum reforms of the 195Ors
and 1960ts fail_ed to a large extent because
teachers were not j_nvolved Ín devel_oping theinnovati-ons and did not have the sulfiðient
support and leadership from supervisors andadminÍstrators. (p. B6)
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Most curriculum theorists (Berman and Mclaughlin, t976; common,

1980; and Darr , LgBs ) , concur that the cl-assroom teacher has

unigue functions and characteristics which cannot be taken for
granted in the implementation stage of the curricul-um. Kl_ein

(1983) asserts that
First, $rê know that the teacher cannot be
bypassed in effective currj_cul_um change. Theteacher must have an important anã activerole in curriculum deveJ-opment if acurricul-um i-s to accomplish ar-l- that is hopedfor it. (p. 198)

There are three functi-ons that a teacher has to fulfil_ in
implementation. First, the teacher has to plan for the use of
the new curricul-um in his/her own instructional- situations. This
pJ-annÍng aspect is important because it involves envisioning



possj-ble bottlenecks in the process of using a new curricul_um.
The second function is putting the currj-culum to use with the
adept use of correctional measures to suit the instructional
situation. At this stage actual implementatlon is carried out
following closely on systematic planning. Lastry, a presumed

end-poi-nt of the whole process, but which ought to be continuous,
is teacher eval-uation.

ascertain the degree of success of the implementation process
within the classroom with whatever modifications to the initial
planning stage. what these functional- roles tell us is that the
teacher ought to have both conceptual and practical- skill_s in
order to implement a curricul-um with any degree of success.

Aspects of teacher functions with respect to curricul_um
implementation have a direct bearing on this study. Assuming
that s. E- E. teachers have successfully implemented the new

currj-cul-um j-s not enough. Rather, one needs to understand and

establish to what extent and with what difficul_ties, the
curricul-um has been implemented. one avenue for getting to grips
with this problem is, therefore, to investÍgate teachers,
perceptions about the goals, organj-sation and instructj_onal
materials of the new curriculum which they were expected to
implement.
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This involves self-monitoring to



The literature review contained in this chapter examines
previous research findings of studies from the West, notably the
United States, Canada and Australia, âs well- as studies emanating
from Africa in general and Kenya in particular. These studies
wil-l relate to the following variables: in-service teacher

CHAPTER 4 - LTTERÀTURE REVTEW

preparation, implementation and

j-nstructj-onar materials, currlculum goars and school-based
curriculum development. Each of these topics (in part or as a
whol-e) relates to the research questions of this study, and an

effort will- be made to show how the research findings under
revÍew relate to questions being addressed by the study.
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changes in curricur-a which are initiated by external
agencies (the Ministry of Education, the government etc. ) require
considerable preparation and coordination through elaborate in-
service programmes. Uncoordinated and underresourced in-service
progranunes are not only likely to fail_, but are al-so bound to
affect teacher morale. Diagnosis of l-ow esteem for in-service
programrnes by Lippitt and Fox (:-g7r) revealed that teachers
consi-dered many of the experiences at such progranmes as not
having been relevant to their needs. rn this study most teachers
felt that the in-service programme activities were impractical.
subseguently, those teachers who attempted to initiate change as
a resul-t of their participation in the programme activitj-es

instructional planning,

4.L TN-SERVTCE PREPARATION



experienced either frustration or lack of support at the moment

of critical need, especially when the changes were first being

tried out. In situations where the efforts at change by teachers

did not resul-t in success, they ej-ther gave up or just accepted a

change that had l-ittle significance. Therefore successful

implementation of externalJ-y sponsored change reguires continued

in-service programmes over a period of years (staIlings, t979 and

Emrick, L980).
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In-service progranìmes which offer practical skill-specific
trainlng only as a beginning have minimal- impact unl-ess this
training is further supplemented by staff support for the

application and adaptation of j-nnovation to individual contexts
(Joyce , 19B0 ) . Accordj_ng to Mclaughlin and Marsh (L978) ,

teachers need to devel-op personal understanding of the mainstream

ideas with practical learni-ng on the job. They argue that this
learning coul-d be fostered by packaged materials and tutoring
from curricul-um experts, plus a continuing discussion as problems

emerge and personal- thinking develops.

Studies by Ma1lan, t97 B; El_l_iot, 19 BO ; and Tikunof f et al,
1980 found that the practical knowledge of teachers about

education can be shared or extended through their significant
involvement in action research and in-service programmes as a

form of professional development and a means of improving teacher

efficacy in curricul-ar innovation situations. And in a survey of



in-service progranunes in the united states, Howey and Joyce
(1978) established that teachers viewed fell-ow teachers and other
school- rel-ated personnel as more appropriate instructors in in-
service activj-ties which focused on job-specific and rel-ated
training. In a related study Drummond and Lawrence (I9zg) found

that most in-service programmes were perceived by teachers to be

problematic because they were organised by people who had escaped

from the classroom, but stil] seemed to claim that they knew more

about teachers' students and situations than do the teachers
themselves.

7L

ïn a survey of teachers at elementary, junior high and

senior high schools in the united states, Goodl_ad ( r9B4 )

identified, amongst other things, that teachers regarded lack of
interest on the part of the administration and inadequate
resources as the most difficult problems beyond their control_.
Teachers perceptions about their own preparation were found to be

inadequate. Goodl-ad (1984) says that
Teachers, . - perceptions of their preparati-on
square with an estimate of what teãchers needto know about a subject, a hypothetical-
conclusion is that shortcomings 1ie more inpedagogy than in academið background.
However,_only some aspects of pedagógy arereJ_atively universal; others residé iñ tfrecharacteristics of the subject to be taught.It may be, then, that a gap exists in teaðherpreparation programs. (p. IS3)

what is implied in this case is that remedying the problem of
disinterest by the school- administration, adequate supply of
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resources and effective progranìrnes of teacher preparation would
increase teacher satisfaction and productivity.

ïn-servicing is necessary in a situation of change for
teachers to re-align their beliefs, teaching styles, and

acquaintance with new material-s as wel-I as the knowledge, skills
and attitudes which are part of the desired curriculum change.
Narrowly conceived in-service progranmes which have no fol1ow-up
for their ideas or practices often fail. According to Ful-l_an

(I982) z

Like many other single-factor sor-utions tomultifaceted _ phenomena, the generalendorsement of i-n-service education" meàrr=nothing without an accompanying understandingof the characteristiés - of- effective ascompared to ineffective in-servÍce educationefforts . part of the reasons offered forfailure or ineffectiveness of certainworkshops is that no folr-ow-up or evaruationoccurs. (p. 263l,

Furthermore, Fullan (rgBz) identifies 'conceptual crarity, as the
main cause of the ineffectiveness of in-service programmes which
in turn affects the success of impJ_ementation of change.
conceptual cJ-arity ís mani-fested in the general_ pJ_anning,

execution and eval-uation of in-service schemes on a broad-based
approach rather than offering 'one-shotr programmes that fail to
have an impact on desired change.

one of the most comprehensive studies of teacher preparation
was done by Lortie (r97s), who identified three stages which



impinge on the professionaL capacity of teachers. These were
formal schooling, mediated entry, and learning whil-e doing.
Formal- schooling grounds teachers in the foundation and
philosophicar orj-entations of the profession. Mediated entry has
to do with the acqulsition of practical experience which is
commensurate with the roles and responsibil-ities of the cl-assroom
teacher' And learnlng while doing is seen as the deveJ-opment of
the necessary knowJ-edge, skilr-s, and competencies as wer_r- as
values and norms that the chal-lenges of teaching require.

writing on the school--based in-service model-, Stenhouse
(1975) cites a successfully implemenÈed project which had four-
pronged objectives. This project sought to familiarj-se teachers
with the use of audio-visual- eguipment, development of team
teaching and integrated stud j-es, other school_ visits, and
coordination and communication. These objectives were determined
after assessing teachers' needs. Ànd whereas some sessions of
the project util-ized visiting teachers, most of the sessions were
staffed with teachers within the school_.
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rt was a successful- project in that participant teachers
broadened their ideas and experience in rel_ation to the
innovation that was being implemented. However, Stenhouse (1975)
acknowl-edges that although school-based in-service progranmes
have more advantages and strengths, they are financialÌy more
expensive to operational-ise than central- j-sed in-service



programmes. This is the case particularÌy when such innovations
involve new books and material-s. In addition he also identified
parentar pressure and social opinion as well as the moral_

authority of the school as additional- impediments to school-
based i-nnovations in Britain. Parental pressure and social_

opinion are both seen as lnfluentfal because they constitute
important support elements for the school and therefore are
cruciar in any change situatlon. on the other hand moral
authority refers to the hierarchy of status and power within the
school. rf the innovation threatens to upset or reverse the
structure of status and power that defines teachers' rel-ations
then it is also bound to fail-.
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rn a study similar to Lortie's (1975), but carried out in
Kenya' Kang'ata (1986) sought to ascertain whether social- studies
teachers in primary school-s were thoroughly prepared for their
rol-es in the cl-assroom. She sampJ-ed teachers in primary schools
in Nairobi and student-teachers i-n two teacher-training colleges,
using two sets of questionnaires and an interview schedul_e. This
study establ-ished that social studies teachers, firstly, need in-
service education in order to i-nform them of any changes in the
curricul-um. Secondly, even in cases where a minority of the
teachers had attended some form of in-service courses, they
(teachers) complained that the courses were too short-l-ived.
Teachers also complained that the material-s supplied by the Kenya

Institute of Education were sketchy.



So far the literature reviewed on in-servlce teacher
preparation reveal-s that certain things are basic to the
effectiveness of any in-service programmes. Firstly, in_service
programmes shoul-d be organised in such a way that they exemplify
the clarity of the change warranted in the innovation, and this
clarity should be sustained through the planning, execution and

eval-uation or follow-up stages of its mainstream ideas.
Secondly, teacher input and involvement in the whol-e enterprj_se
is important for the sustainability of the implementation of
change or revision. Thirdfy, demonstration of commitment and

modelling by currj-culum planners and experts is important in
boosting teacher morare and receptiveness to change. And

finally, the emphasis in in-service programmes shou1d be on the
practicaÌ real-ities of classroom practices and challenges that
may be encountered in operationalising change.
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A number of studies dealing with resource materials and
their role in curricul-um implementation have been documented.
Taylor (1970¡ found that the availability of adequate resource
materials and teaching aids determine the success of implementing
a curricul-um- He underscored the fact that teachers have to be
acquainted with such resource material-s and the roles that their
use or application will- reguire of them. rn Darr,s study (198s)
it was established that the degree to which a new curricul-um Ís

4. 2 TNSTRUCTTONAL MATERTALS



adopted depends upon the avaj-lability of material-s and the effect
the new curricul-um woul-d have upon teachers' rol-es. The adoption

phase of such a curriculum, this study found, woul-d al-so be

determined by its perceived benefits by the teachers and the

overall importance of the communication process from the

developers to the implementers. Darr notes that "As the

teacher's stage of concern moves from the informational and

personal to the consequence and collaboration l-evel-s the teacher

wil-l be more J-ikely to adopt the new curriculum" (p. 11).
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In a study of the i-mplementation of the IgBl elementary

social studies prograrlune in Lesotho, Maloi (1983) identifies the

failure of the Ministry of Education to provide supportive

materials and school- facil-ities as having been the major cause of
problems. In third worl-d countries like this one, financial-
problems often over-ride educational plans, change and

innovat j-on. Two stud j-es simil-ar to Maloirs ( 1983 ) were carried
out in Kenya by Chege (1986) and Chumba (1986). An acute

shortage of textbooks as basic reference materials, and a virtual
absence of libraries, were identified as problems which hampered

the economics advanced certi-ficate of education curricul-um in
Kiambu, Kenya (chege, 1986). This study also found that teachers

never used any visual- a1ds, a factor which confounded the
teaching of economics. chumba (1986), similarly found that an

adverse shortage of resource material-s was a maj or complaint j-n a

survey of teachers of history in Nandi district, Kenya.



Studies of teachers' perceptions about curriculum materials
(Marker, 1980; Connelly et â1, t9B2; Marsh, ]9B4; and Marsh et
al, 1985) indicate that teachers desj-re to be invol-ved rather
than sidel-ined in the sel-ection and analysis of instructj-onal
material-s to be used in the classroom. Teachers are more prone

to abandon instructional materials if their expectations are not
in tune with the nature of material-s they are eventually given by

currj-cul-um designers to use (Marker, Lggo). The underJ-ying

notion here is that teachers need to be thoroughly acquainted

with the instructional material-s in order to deveJ_op the
confidence to use them in the cl-assroom.
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f'urt,hermore, ConneJ-ly's (1982 ) study also established that
most teachers in Ontario, Canada, obtain informatj_on about new

instructional materi-al-s from fellow teachers and to a l-esser
extent through cj_rculars.

initially invol-ved in the sel-ection of instructional material_s
which they are eventually bound to use leads to the assumption

that there are experts at the Ministry of Educati-on who are the
only ones capable of sel-ecting the materj_als (Marsh , tgg1-) . This
al-so explains the reason why materj-al-s which are often found or
percej-ved to be complex are unlikely to be used by teachers in a

situation of implementing a new curriculum.

The fact that teachers are not

In a nutshell_, the l-iterature dealing with resource



material-s emphasizes certain commonal-ities. One of these is that

the availability and adeguacy of resource materials are pertinent

to, and determine the implementation of, change or innovation.

Secondly, teacher involvement in the selection, analysis and

distribution of resource material-s is crucial. This gives

teachers a sense of collaboration and cooperation with currj-culum

developers in implementing change. Lastly, fol-low-up support of
both the external agencies developing curri-culum innovation and

the school establishment to the teachers in the process of
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utiJ-ising resource material-s is vital.

monitori-ng and feedback effect so that the problems being

encountered by teachers in the actual use of materials can be

circumvented.

The initiative of curri-cul-um development and specifically
the determination of currj-culum goals and activities vis-a-vis
the teacher provides the key to the understanding of
implementation. However, for a study which invol-ves a new

subj ect j-n the school- curriculum as is the case of S . E . E . ,

teachers' perceptions of goals can only be viewed from one

perspective. Such a perspective woul-d be the extent to which

they perceive the goal-s of a curriculum from the developers'

point of view. rn any case,' ârl externally deveJ-oped curricul-um

assigns the role of detached implementors to classroom teachers

4.3 CURRICULUM GOALS

This provides a



as receptors of curricul-um packages, guidelínes and syJ-labuses.

Ghubrial- (f979 ) conducted a comparatì-ve study of teachers'

perceptions of fundamental- social- el-ements of currj-culum in
relation to American and Egyptian school-s. Questionnaires with

58 closed-end items were administered to teacheis in Pittsburgh
and Cairo respectively. This study established, firstly, that
both Àmerican and Egyptian teachers felt that their socíeties
require changes in the school curricul-um that would enabl-e the

individual- and his,/her society to devel-op dynamically. Secondfy,

it was found that teachers wanted the sel-ection of curricul-um

activities to be developed at the local level. Lastly, this
study established that teachers thought that curricul-um changes

should enable the learners to acqui,re the basic notions of social
transformation and recurrent development of their respective

communi-ti-es.
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One main implication of Ghubrial-'s study which is rel-evant

to the S . E. E. situation is that useful curri-cul-um activitÍes
should be identified and selected at the local- institutional
Ievel if those activities (expressed through curriculum goals)

are to serve the needs of social- transformation and development.

The presupposition being made is that teachers ought to have a

voice directly or in a col-l-aborative,/consul-tative capacity in
deciding upon curricul-um goals which they are to translate into
viabl-e instructional activities.



with the increasing focus on the teacher, the school and

l-ocal- initiative in the development and operationalisation of
curricul-um activities, it is necessary to l-ook at studies that
have deal-t exclusively with school--based or local- curricul-um
progranìmes rather than externally developed and externally based

curricul_um projects. Studies by Oluoch, 1977; Leithwood et â1,
]-982; and Bolam, 1983 have dealt with school-based progranmes.
These studies underline the fact that teachers' participation in
curricul-um deci-sion making is crucial for any progranmes of
school improvement. Teachers, it is noted, have the competence

to adapt curricul-a to specific needs of learners in a school_

setting. Leithwood (1982) and Bol-am (1983) indicate that the
ability of teachers to undertake and successfully fashion out
school curricura is determined by the requirements of the
curricul-um task, collegial support and interaction with other
teachers as wel-l- as the nature of the school_ administration.

4l

4,4 SCHOOL-BASED CURRTCULUM DEVELOPMENT
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The work of stenhouse (1975¡ and skilbeck (rg12) arso add an
important corollary to the conception of school-based curricul-um
development. Both studles argue that curricul-um deveLopment has
in-built notions of improving school practices through
encouraging lnteraction between teachers and learners.
curriculum development at the school level need not precl_ude
other agencies and i-nterest groups, but .i.t should promote
partlcipatory decision maklng for all those involved. Both



Stenhouse (1975) and Skilbeck (L982) agree that in order for

teachers to be effectively involved as curriculum devel-opers at

the school level, they requi-re suitable training, extensive in-

service progranmes and necessary institutional, admj-nistrative

support and adjustments.

Two case studies where school--based curriculum development

was first advocated as an initial reaction against the failure of

the top-down hierarchlcal forms of national control in British

curriculum policy (Skilbeck, l9B2) are cited. The first case

relates to the resistance of British teachers to national

syllabus making between 1963 64 by the Schools Council. The

second case relates to the United States and in particular to the

resistance of teachers to national- curriculum control just prior

to the 'Eight Year Study'. This resistance arose from the

feeling that nationally controll-ed curricul-a "treated the teacher

as a functionary in a technically bureaucratic system whose

alleged incapacities coul-d be surmounted by that system's

producing 'teacher proof' learnl-ng packages." (Skilbeck, 1982,

p. 2t).
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Stenhouse strongJ-y advocates the dual role of the classroom

teacher as a curriculum researcher and as a developer-

instructor. The main factor which underpj-ns his argument is that

curriculum research and development is a means of "studying the

problems and effects of implementing any defined line of



teaching" (p. 143). Therefore an attempt to extend the teachers'

professional- competence in the classroom will- be necessary. This

necessi-ty arises from the fact that cl-assroom teachers are

supposed to acguire new conceptions of knowledge and the

significance of change that this knowledge will- define in terms

of practical pedagogical- modes and rel-ated socj-al- structures in

the classroom. He cites three curriculum projects, including the

School-s Council Humanities Project of 1973 which successfully

involved cl-assroom teachers as curricul-um researchers.
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The concept of school-based curriculum development is

brought under further scrutiny by Henderson (L979) who developed

three in-service models for teachers which are congruent with

school--based curricul-um development. These are the course-

based, the school-based model-, and the school--focused model. In

the course-based model, teachers are taken out of the school- and

instructed in groups so that a vast body of information is

disseminated to them. The school--based model- i-nvolves in-

servicing of teachers within a school site or the school

environment. Ànd in the school-focused model, in-servicing

concentrates on the probJ-ems of the school-, with emphasis on the

prograrune which is to be taught by the teachers being in-

serviced. The in-servicing in the latter case can also be

provided by the school itself or by agenci-es outside of the

school-.



Accordj-ng to Rampaul (in Press ) , the school-focused model- is
more appropriate because I'Teachers are invol-ved with teacher

trainers, and other groups of educators in the planning process,

thereby providing the best opportunity for meeting the
J-egÍtj-mate, even if confl-lcting requirements of the individual
teacher, the school, the local- community, and the wider national
context." Perhaps it may be presumptuous to recommend one model-

over the others because the effectiveness of any one of them

depends upon a number of variables.
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receptiveness of the teachers to a part j-cu1ar model_ will_

definitely determine its success or fail-ure. Such receptiveness

may arso be aggravated by the extent to which the model_

prescribes certain al-terations in teachers' ideas about teaching.

fn addition, the success of any or all of these models woul-d

depend on such factors as the flexibility or supporti-veness of
the school- establ-ishment to change, and the provision of the
fj-nancial resources which would make it possÍbIe to provj-de

resource materials which could be rel-evant for facil-itating
appropriate instruction.

Two implications folIow from the literature on school-based

curriculum development. First, there is a compelling need for
training teachers so that they are not only professional
instructors in the classroom, but al-so curricul-um developers.

Secondly, by adopting school-based curricul-um development, we

shall be adopting a micro-curricul-ar approach in curriculum study

For instance, the



which util-ises the schools directly as internal frames of
reference. The notion of school--based curriculum development can

be regarded as one of the avenues availabl-e not only to increase

teachers' partì-cipation in curricul-um decision making and

minimise their arienation, but also as a way of lessening the gap

between the theoretical intent of nationally developed and

control-l-ed curricul-um and actual classroom practice.
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This chapter presents the organisation and methods used in
investigating teachers'| perceptions of the goals, organisation
and instructional material-s in Social pducation and Ethics in the
secondary school- B-4-4 programmes in Kenya, within Kakamega,

Bungoma and Trans-nzoia districts. The main sample and subjects
of the study as well as the sampÌíng procedure used are
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CHAPTER 5 - METHODOLOGY

descri-bed.

investigator designed guestionnaire and a structured face-to-face
intervj-ew schedul-e, are discussed. Detail-ed procedures of how

these instruments were operational-ised are l-aj-d out. Finally
detail-s of how the guantitative and gualitative data obtained
were analysed are given.

Instruments of data collection, namely an

The target population for this study was Kenyan secondary
school teachers of s.E.E., teaching forms one up to three (an

equivalent of grade seven to nine). Teachers instructing s.E.E.
in the three grades were targeted for the study because, since
the inception of the g-4-4 programmes, s.E.E. has only been

taught in secondary schools up to, and including, form three.
However, by the start of 1999, the s.E.E. programme wil_l_ be ful_l__

f]-edged, covering the whol-e school curricul-um from forms one to
form four (grade 7 to 10). At the end of the fourth form,
students of s.E.E. wil-l- be assessed for the first time by an

external- examination, the Kenya certificate of secondary

5.1 POPULATTON AND SAMPLE



Examinati-on.

The three districts, Kakamega and Bungoma (in Western

province), and Trans-nzola in nift Valley province were selected

for this study because they are representative of a majority of

secondary schools in Kenya. These districts constj-tute schools

which are mainly located in rural and agricultural--based

communities. A majority (80%) of Kenya's population live in the

rural areas, and are al-so smal]-scale farmers.
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extent, Trans-nzoia district also caters for an intermixture of

various ethnic groups and people from different strata of Kenyan

society. Therefore schools in this region bring people together

of various socio-economic backgrounds.

Rift Valley is the largest province in Kenya with 13

districts, and lrlestern province is one of the smallest (excluding

Metropolitan Nairobi provinciaJ- area) with three districts.

Geographically, Rift ValJ-ey is a fairly diverse province. It

ranges from low lying, dty, sparsely populated areas to high

mountaineous, wet and moderately populated areas. On the other

hand, Western l-ies in the plateau areas that gradually rise

5.2 CTIARACTERISTTCS OF STUDY ÀREA

towards Mount Elgon.

receives moderate to high rainfal-l-, with some areas like vihiga

in Kakamega district being the most populous in the country,

To a great

having over 700 persons per square kilometre.

Unl-ike Rift Valley, Western province

Rift Val}ey's



ethnic composÍtion is fairly heterogeneous, although the Kalenjin
community outnumbers the other groups; but western is largeJ-y

occupied by the Luhya communj-ty. Like the rest of Kenya, most

peop]-e j-n these provinces depend on agriculture, ranging from

peasant farmers in western province to large scal-e farmers in
Rift Valley provj-nce. Unlike Western, Rift Valley experienced an

upsurge of white settlers prior to, and dur j-ng the colonial-

period. rhis is partJ-y the reason why there are large scal_e

commercial farms in this area. During the period of active
colonialism, most indigenous people in this area were herded into
the 'reserves' in order to make room for white settl-ers. This

was a del-iberate policy of land alienation that was enforced by

the colonial- regime. At independence, the government bought back

most of the farms from the white settl-ers and re-distributed some

to the needy peopJ-e.
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rn order to identify the actual- sample for the study, the

investigator visited the respective district education offices in
Kakamega, Bungoma and Trans-nzoia districts. At these offices,
all- the names and mailing addresses of school-s j-n each district
were provided and copied out. Schools from each district vüere

grouped separately and listed sequentially by serial numbers.

The cluster random sampling technigue (Nachmias & Nachmias, 1981;

and Moore, 1983) was used to sel-ect school-s for this study. For

instance, from each seguential l-ist of school-s in one district,

5.3 SAMPLTNG PROCEDURE
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schools were selected in the order of skipping every two numbers

down the list.

InÍtia1]y, thirty five schools were selected from the three
districts. Then questionnaires, (see Appendix A) accompanj_ed

with the letter of consent, and the l-etter of introduction (see

Appendix À), were mailed to these thirty five schoors. The

l-etter of consent introduced the investigator, and the study to
the respondents and reminded them their participation in the
study was voluntary. It was also indicated in the l-etter of
consent that confidentiality woul-d be guaranteed for those who

would agree to participate ín the study. The j_ntroduction

letters to the teachers in charge of Social- Education and Ethics
in each of the sel-ected schools were sent through the headmasters

or headmistresses of the respective schools. In these l-etters
the type of study being carried out was re-stated and the
attention of the respondent was drawn to the questj-onnaire as the
principal instrument of the collecting information in the study,
and the fact that this was to be supplemented later by an

interview schedul-e. Tentative dates v¡ere al-so suggested in the
l-etter of introduction when the investigator hoped to visit the
school-s selected in person and collect the questionnaires, and

conduct interviews with the respondents. For purposes of
convenience to the investigator, the collection of questionnaires
and interviews were scheduled on the same dates in the initial_
programmes. Furthermore, it was pointed out that shoul-d the



interview date be inconvenient to the respondent, then he or she

coul-d notify the investigator through his postal address in
Nairobi or a telephone message could be l-eft with the
investigator's friend in Nairobi; so that an alternative date

could be scheduled.

From the initial thirty five schools where questÍonnaires

were mail-ed, thirty two school-s agreed to participate in the
study. Teachers of Social Education and Ethics in three schools

declined to participate, citing, among other things, problems

such as busy schedul-es and illness. Therefore. thirty two

teachers, one from each school, $lere subjects of this study. rn
school-s where two or more teachers were teaching Social- Education

and Ethj-cs, the head of department was interviewed. There were a
total of four schools where two or more teachers were teaching
S.E.E. In three of these school-s the investigator learned that
the heads of department of S.E.E. responded to the questj-onnaire

and therefore were subsequently interviewed. In one school, two

s.E.E. teachers jointly responded to the guestionnaire, but the
head of department agreed to be interviewed. one of the two

teachers who responded to the guestionnaire had taught in the
school- for one year, and the other had taught for two and a half
years, but the head of department had taught in the same school_

for five years.
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Àn investigator-designed guestionnaire (see Appendix A) was

the principal instrument of data coll-ection in this study. The

construction of this instrument was based on the assumption that

respondents coul-d read and understand the items. ft was also

assumed that respondents possessed valid information to answer

the questions and that they would be willing to answer the

questions honestly (Husen and Postlethwaj-te, I985). Information

sought from the respondents through the questionnaire included

factual- details about their gender, age range, academic and

professional- qualifications as wel-I as their teaching experience.

5.4 QUESTIONNAIRE
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The questionnaire contained four variabl-es which were of

primary interest to the J-nvestigator. It i-s upon these four

variables that the study sought to gauge teachers' perceptual-

attitudes, opinions and comments.

attendance at seminars or workshops, the goals of S.E.E., the

nature of the syllabus, and final-Iy instructional material-s. For

instance, the study sought to establish whether or not teachers

of S.E.E. attended seminars or workshops which were organised

prior to the introduction of the subject in the schools and the

themes covered as well- as the overall assessment of those

seminars by teachers. Teachers' views were also sought on the

relevance of the theoretical- goals of S.E.E. to the actual-

practice in their individual lnstitutional settings. Rel-ated to

the goals, were al-so their (teachersr) opinions on the nature and

The vari-abl-es were:



organisatj-on of the syllabus of S.E.E., and any problems that

they might have been experiencing in following such a syllabus in

planning and instructing their cl-asses. Lastly, the question-

naire sought to get teachers' vj-ews on instructional- materj-als.

AII- items on the guestionnaire were open-ended, including

those on a five point Llkert scale. During the analysis and

reporting of data, the five point scales were collapsed into

three point scales. This meant that the strongly agree (SA) and

agree (A) $¡ere collapsed into one scale aS strong agree, agree

(SA/A¡ and regar.ded as one: positive agreement. The marginal

category of those who were neutral- was considered as undecided

(U). Then the last category combined "disagree" and "strongly

disagree" (D/SD) to form a negative agreement scale.

euantitative data obtained from the questionnaires was

analysed using the univariate freguency distribution and

proportions of percentages technique (Nachmias and Nachmias,

1981) . Using this technj-que, responses to each item were

computed to determine the distribution of each observation. Then

the freguencJ-es obtained from each observation were converted

into proportions of percentages. These percentages made it

possible for certain categories of observations to be compared

and j-nferences in response differences drawn. The frequency

distribution of categories of responses and proporti-ons of

percentage is also tabulated particularly in reporting of
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quantitative data generated from most items

background attributes of respondents.

An open-ended, structured interview (see Appendix A) was

administered as a supplement to the questionnaire. Most

interviews were conducted when the investigator visited the

selected schools to collect questionnaj-res. However in a few

instances this arrangement never worked. In five school-s, the

investigator was compelled either to schedule interview dates or

conduct interviews, but had to revisit the schools to collect
guestionnaires. In two such cases the teachers concerned

happened to be heads of their school-s and were invol-ved j-n

routine staff meetings and administrative duties. In three

school-s the teachers concerned had responded to the

questionnaires, but misplaced them, so the investigator furnished

them with extra copies then revisited the school-s again.

5.5 INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

dealing with

Interview sessions l-asted approximately forty five minutes,

and all- except two teachers were interviewed at the school-

offÍces. Two teachers l^tere interviewed at their residential-

houses because they suggested to the investigator that it woul-d

be more convenient to them. Upon arrival at the school- and

meetj-ng the interviewee, the investigator establ-ished rapport by

introducing himself and reminding the interviewees that he was

visiting in connection with the research in Social- Education and



Ethics, and was interested in teachers' perceptions of the goa1s,

organisation and instructional materials in s.E.E. in the B-4-4
secondary school programme j_n Kenya.

briefly explained to the j-nterviewees that research being
undertaken was part of his academlc programme at the University
of Manitoba and that the agreement of interviewees to take part
in the study was a welcome contributÍon towards the success of
the investigator's academic project as wel-l- as a contribution to
the S.E.E. fiel-d.
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investigator also assured the interviewees that whatever they
said during the intervj-ew was to be held in complete

confidentiality and would only be used for the research in s.E.E.

Once this rapport was established, the interviews commenced

in an atmosphere of friendl-iness and relaxation. This al-so

helped to iron out some misconceptions. For instance, initially
some teachers assumed the investigator was an official- either
from the Ministry of Education or from K.r.E., but such

impressions were corrected this rapport. t^Iriting on

"rnterviewing j-n social- surveys', , Mil-l_er (198s ) say that
eraborate introduction "Essentially . means the interview
must be perceived as worthwhil-e, the interviewer as legitimate,
and the undertaking as sufficiently valuabl-e to make an effort to
diligentfy. " (p. 2,684)

The investigator then

Before the interview commenced, the

During interview sessions, the investj_gator put the



questions to the intervj-ewee, and as the l-atter responded he

jotted down notes. At the end of each interview session the

investigator read back to the interviewee what had been written
down. This helped to confirm that what had been put down was a

accurate versi-on of what the interviewee had said. rt also

helped the investigator to confirm wfrát he had written and if
necessary reguest the lnterviewee to elaborate on anything that
seemed uncl-ear.
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The qualitative data obtained through these interviews was

analysed using the univariate concept and content technique. To

explicate this further, the response of each of the thirty two

interviewees to each item category were l-isted down, so that each

interview item generated thirty responses and therefore formed

one content cl-uster, and this was done for al-l- the el-even items

in the interview schedul-e. Then each content cluster was

analysed in order to identify corunon themes, opinions, comments

and suggestions. These commonalities were then identified and

re-written with the key variabl-es being investigated in mind. In
addition, this univariate concept and content analysis helped to
identify and select from each group representative views that are

reproduced verbatim in relation to some quantified data generated

from the questionnaire. specifically, the qualitative data

obtained from the interviews was used in interpreting or
elaborating upon quantified data. Moreover, the opinions and

suggestions of interviewees al-so became important referral- points



in making the recommendations related to this study.

In summary, this chapter has described in detail the

methodof ogy employed in the coll-ection of data. The popuJ-ation

and sample as wel-I as the samplíng procedure have been discussed.

Main j-nstruments of data col-lection and how they were

operatJ-onaLised have been d j-scussed. There has al-so been

discussion concerning how the quantitatíve and qualitative data

obtained was analysed
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This chapter contains the analysis of data and findings of
the study. The mode of presentation of this anarysis and

findings invol-ves four subsectlons. Firstly, the demographic

characteristics of the respondents are presented. secondly, the
attendance of seminars by the respondents Ís also diagnosed.

Thirdly, instructional material-s used in s.E.E. are analysed and

findings presented. rastly, the perceptions of the s.E.E. goals
and organisation are presented.

CHÀPTER 6 - ANAI,YSTS OF DATA ÀND FTNDINGS
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The thirty two school-s from which teachers were drawn for
this study consisted of fifteen school-s from Kakamega district,
ten schools from Bungoma district and seven school-s from Trans-
nzoia district. The actual- breakdown in terms of sex and size of
school-s is shown in tabl-e ¿. Frequency counts of school-s in each

category are shown in terms of freguency (F) distribution and

proportions of percentage (%). It can be noted from tabl-e a that
most school-s from which the sample of teachers were drawn were
girls' school-s with a size of "under 4OO students". These

school-s accounted for 2s.o percent of the total- sample.

The next largest number of school-s were girls' school-s in
the category of "4oo 600 students" and boys' schools "600-
1'000 students". Both of these categori-es of school-s represented
l2-5 percent of the total- sampre, while the l_east number of

6.1 DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERTSTTCS
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teachers were drawn from mixed schools

of the total sample and found in the

students " .

Table 4.

Secondary Schools Surveyed

SIZE

over 1000
students

600 1000
students

representing

category of

400 600
students

BOYS SCHOOLS

under 400
students

ff=32

F

3.1 percent

"over 1 r 000

I'urthermore, from all categories of schools, gj-r1s I school-s

col-l-ectively accounted for 40.6 percent of the total sample.

Next to girls' school-s were mixed schools with 31.3 percent, and

l-east were boys' schools with 28.L percent of the total sample.

%

GTRLS SCHOOLS

4

TOTAL

2

F

12.5

3

%

6.3

A majorlty (46.9%) of the schools surveyed on the basis of

district distribution were from Kakamega district, while Bungoma

had 31.3 percent and Trans-nzoia had 2I.9 percent. NumericalJ-y,

Kakamega had the highest number of secondary school-s, followed by

Bungoma and Trans-nzoia had the l-east number. These

9

MIXED SCHOOLS

1

9.4

28.r

F

4

3.1

I

I

t2.5

%

13

2

25.0

3.1

40 .6

2

6.3

5

6.3

10

L6 .6

31.3



differentials in each district were taken into consideration when

randomly selecting schools which constituted the sample for this
study. As indÍcated in the previous chapter, the cl-uster random

sampling technique was used in selecting school-s from serial-

l-ists of school-s in each district. The fact that Kakamega has

the highest number of schools is partly due to the high density

of population in the district. For instance, some areas of this
district like Vihiga division have over 700 persons per square

kilometre.
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Tabl-e 5 shows the type of school-s from which S.E.E. teachers

were drawn. Al-I these were general secondary schools which offer

an academi-c curricul-um. This exc]udes technical schools and

speclal schools. As indicated in chapter two of this thesis,

technical- schools were converted into tech¡ical- colleges when the

8-4-4 secondary school prograrune was l-aunched. Therefore, l-ike

special school-s (for the deaf and blind), technical- colleges

offer courses onJ-y in vocational training.



Table 5.

f!=32

TYPE OF SCHOOL

B Boarding

G Boardlng

M Boarding

B Boardj-ng & Day

99

G Boarding & Day

KAKAMEGA

M Boarding & Day

F

M Day

5

3

%

16.3

1

BUNGOMA

1

9.4

TOTAL

F

schools or a blend of both boarding and day. Moreover, boarding
school-s are al-so differentiated on the basis of the sex of
students. For instance there are boys' (B) boarding, girls' (G)

boarding, mixed (M) boarding, boys' boarding and duy, girls'
boarding and duy, mixed boarding and mixed day schoors. Tn the
Kenyan educational context mj-xed school-s are co-educational_
institutions in which girls and boys learn together.

2

3.1

The school-s shown in Tabl-e s

2

3.1

"16

2

3

6.3

6.3

TRANS-NZOTA

15

6.3

3

F

9.4

I

46.9

9.4

I

I

%

3.1

1

2

10

3.1

Of the total sample

proportion, representing I6.3
school-s in Xakamega district.

3.1

3.1

I

6.3

31.3

2

are either boarding, day

I

3.1

7

6.3

3.1

2l-.9

of S.E.E. teachers, the Ìargest
percent, came from boys' boarding

This was followed by a proportion



of 9.4 percent of girls' boarding schools from Kakamega and an

egual proportion of percentage of boys' boarding schools from

Bungoma district. However, the proportj-on of the Least number of
teachers from the school-s representing different sexes were

evenly spread on cross-district basj_s. For instance, there was

no marked concentration of fewer teachers from any category or
type of school-s j-n one district al-one, but there was a fair
distribution over the three districts.
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The sample of teachers surveyed was comprised of eighteen
males representing 56.3 percent and fourteen females representing
43.8 percent of the total- sample. Their ages ranged, âS shown in
tabl-e 6, from twenty to fifty years. Teachers within the 31 40

age bracket represented 43.8 percent and those within the ZO 30

age bracket accounted for 40.6 percent of the total- sample. only
15.6 percent of the teachers fel-l_ within the 4t so age range.
This means that a majority of the teachers teaching s.E.E. are
aged between 20 and 40 years.

Tabl-e 6

Gender and Àge of Subjects.

Females
14 = 43.8%

Mal-es
18 = 56.3%

ft=32

GENÐER AGE RÀNGE

20 30 yrs
31 40 yrs
41 50 yrs
over 50 yrs

FREQUENCY

13
L4

5

PERCENTAGE

40 .6
43.8
15. 6



Subjects of this study had varied academic and professÍonal
gualifications and teaching experiences. Àcademically, most

subjects, constituting a proportion of 37.5 percent, had

qualifications below rA' level label-l-ed as ',other". Teachers in
this category lndicated that they had attained ordinary ('o')
level (eguivalent to grade 10) qualifications and then went for
secondary school teacher training, and eventually gualified as

secondary one (st) teachers. After a period of distinguished
servi-ce in the teaching profession, some of this calibre of
teachers were promoted on merit to approved teacher status (AppT.

status). Teachers havi-ng Advanced level gualifications, â¡
eguivalent of grade twel-ve, accounted for 31.3 percent, while the
least number were those with postgraduate qualifications who

accounted for only 3.1 percent.

i.01

Untrained teachers, representing 31.3 percent of the total
sample, constituted the biggest proportion of the professional_
qualification of subjects. This was followed by subjects with a

diploma in education (Dip. Ed) comprising of a proportion of zs.o

percent. The least represented number of teachers were graduate

untrained (Grad. Untrained) who accounted for a percentage of
6.3. Tabl-e 7 below gives more details. One general observation
is that most traj-ned teachers improvised extra materi-als and drew

upon external- sources for their instruction of s.E.E. on the
other hand, untrained teachers appeared more incl-ined to fol-l-ow

the organisation of content in avai1abl-e textbooks in teaching



the subject.

Tabl-e 7 .

ACADEMTC

BEd
BSc,/BA
MÀ/MED
IÀI LEVEL
OTHER

F

r02

7
2
1

r0
T2

t

From Tabl-e 7 , it can also be noted that hal-f of the teachers

surveyed had only taught for less than five years, âs compared to
3.I percent of the teachers who had taught for "over ZO years".
Teachers with teaching experience of u6 lo years,' and ,'1r 15

years " were evenly spread In al-l- school-s. eoth groups accounted

for an egual proportion of 1g.g percent each. rn terms of the
measures of central- tendency, the mode of S.E.E. teachers was

found to be 4 years of teaching experience, the corresponding
mean was 8.0 years and the median was 5.5 years of teaching
experience. This means that most of the s.E.E. teachers have

only recently made a debut in the teaching profession and as such

they do not have proven teaching experience.

2t.9
6.3
3.1

31.3
37 .5

PROFESSIONAL

GRÀD TRÀTNED
GRÀD UNTRAINED
ÀPPT. STÀTUS
DÏP. ED.
51 STATUS
UNTRAINED

F

7
2
2
I
3

10

t
2L.9
6.3
6.3

2s.o
9.4

31.3

TEACHING EXPERTENCE

1- SYRS
6-lOYRS

11 15 YRS
16 20 YRS
OVER 20 YRS

F

The study al_so found that
either studied for, and,/or teach

These areas include Lugha ya

educat j-on, History, Geography

I6
6
6
3
I

%

50 .0
18.8
18.8
9.4
3.1

68.8 percent of S.E.E. teachers

humanities and social sciences.

Kj-swahil,i, Christian religious
and English Language. Other



teachers of S.E.E. representing 25.O percent of the total- sample

either studied for, and/or teach science rel-ated programmes such

as Chemistry, Biology, Busi-ness Educat j-on and Economics.

However, 6.3 percent of the teachers, indj-cated that they teach
Music and Home Economics besides S.E.E. No basic criteria were

fol-lowed in assigning the type of teachers suited to teach s.E.E.
rt al-l- depended upon the headteacher who assigned whoever he or
she thought could teach the programme. This is the reason why

both the arts-oriented and the science-oriented teachers are
teaching S.E.E.
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There were no significant differences of opinion amongst

teachers in boys, girls or mixed school-s on the main variables of
this study. However, dissimilar impressions of teachers were

noted in the area of students' responses to the teaching of
s.E.E. For instance, teachers constituting 9.4 percent j_n boys'
school-s indicated that students found some topics sensitive and

therefore woul-d not freely engage in discussion on them. The oft
cited topics were those rel-ated to issues such as personal
heal-th, adol-escence, and single parent families. These topics
were considered sensitive by teachers because they touch upon the
problematic background and upbrlnging of the youth.

For those teachers teaching in girls' schools, 16.6 percent,
said that their students were not keen to discuss openly s.E.E.
topics rel-ated to human sexuali-ty, reproduction and mal-e/fema1e

rel-ationships. Most teachers attributed this to the l_ack of



exposure of the students to a free

family life education and sex education

the moment issues of this nature have

school curricul-um.

In mixed schools, 6.4 percent of the teachers cited the

inexperience of students as a possible factor that makes them

fail to actively partake in discussing certai-n areas of the

S.E.E. content. For example, topics that teachers thought fel-l
outside the studentsr scope of understanding were ethics for
international- l-ife and trans-national- bodies and organisatíons.

Eurthermore, 3.1 percent of the teachers in mixed schools found

that in theÍr cl-asses, girls were l-ess incl-ined to discuss issues

related to family l-ife and human sexuality than boys. Tn these

school-s, teachers said they had to prod the girls in order to
draw them into discussion.
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discussi-on of issues l-ike

amongst the students. At

no place in the secondary

A majority (65.6"4) of the teachers indicated they had never

attended s.E.E. seminars or workshops. The reasons given for
non-attendance at semi-nars or workshops $lere strikingly similar.
Most teachers said that since they started teaching s.E.E. they

had never heard of seminars being organised. Others said that
they only heard of seminars before they were assigned to teach

S.E.E. As to how they started teaching S.E.E., teachers

indicated that they were assigned by the headteachers, oy

requested to do so at staff meetings. In both of these cases al-l

6.2 ATTENDANCE AT SEMTNARS
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that teachers were given were the subject syllabus and whatever

book(s) that was availabl-e on S.E.E.

Ereven teachers (34.4%) said that they had attended s.E.E.
seminars. For those in this category who attended the seminars,

they discl-osed that they were organised during school holidays in
August and December of 1985. Most respondents cited three themes

which were discussed at these seminars. These were the general

introduction of s.E.E., the importance of the programme in the
school- curriculum, and a discussion of the syllabus outl-ine to be

foll-owed starting with form one classes. However, there were a

couple of teachers who indicated that they attended s.E.E.
seminars, but coul-d not remember what issues were discussed.

Seminars, which lasted two weeks in both August and December

sessions were addressed by official-s from K.f.E., the
Inspectorate section of the Ministry of Education and some ùocal-

headteachers. At these seminars outl,ine sy]-Iabuses of s.E.E. (in
bookl-et form) were issued together with type-written hand-outs on

the introduction and importance of the progranìme in the school-s

to the teachers.

But in an apparent contradiction of response, 7s.o percent
of the s.E.E. teachers said they regard s.E.E. seminars as being
useful, as opposed to 25.0 percent who were undecided. on a
different item rel-ated to semj-nars , 25.0 percent of the teachers
indicated that the S.E.E. seminars were useful. Given the fact



that only 34.4 percent of the teachers attended S.E.E. seminars,
then any eval-uation of the usefulness or otherwise of such

seminars shoul-d only be based on this proportion of percentage.
Considering other extraneous factors, this contradiction becomes

more apparent than real-. The fact that 24 (7s.0%) of the
teachers said seminars are useful instead of 1r (34.4"4)

underlines the fact that a majority of the teachers felt that in
the instructional context of S.E.E., seminars or workshops on the
progranme could have been useful to them. This impression is
brought out when teachers were asked to suggest the type of
preparation they thought woul_d be best suited for s.E.E.
teachers. Suggestions such as these were commonly forthcoming:
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Teachers shoul_d get formal learning of S.E.E. as

well- as disciprines rei-ated to humanities 1Íke
psychology and philosophy and have the ability to
communicate. This shourd be foll-owed up with
seminars in the subject.

S.E.E. teachers ought to be well_ versed with
ethics i-n general in addition to seminars to
update their knowtedge of ethical issues in order
to tackl-e and simplify certain ethicar principres.

A formal- course should be taught to woul_d-be

s.E.E. teachers pJ-us well organised seminars and



practical field familiarisation tours where

teachers visit other schools to see how their
colleagues are doing and to l_earn from them.

Frequent Ín-servicing of teachers is necessary to
eguip them with the necessary practical_ skills and

j-ssues. Formal training should involve aspects of
areas like Christian Religious Education and

Literature in English.

L07

Teachers should be formally taught S.E.E. at
college level and be grounded in fiel_ds l_ike

Psychology, Sociology, philosophy and practical
aspects of the subject through seminars.

Experience and background are necessary as well_ as

exposure to fields like Human development and

generalÌy the Social_ Sciences. Teachers shoul-d

also be exposed to practical situations through

seminars and workshops.

The general yearning for
servicing of S.E.E. expressed

above were reflected in views

and untrained, âS wel_l as the

experienced 1n teaching.

formal learning, training and i_n-

through suggestions l_ike those

of virtual-ly all teachers, trained
l-ess experienced and the more



Textbooks were cited by 56.3 percent of the respondents as

the main resource material used in the school-s. rn addition 2s.o
percent of the respondents used charts and diagrams, pfus g.4

percent who indicated they used visua] aids as well. These

materiars, according to 32.5 percent of the respondents, are
supplied by the school, while 2g.t percent said they are provided
by K.r.E. rn addition to what the school-s and K.r.E. provided,
2I.9 percent of the respondents improvi-sed and used their own

material-s. From these responses, it woul_d appear that the only
availabl-e resource materials supplied to the school_s for s.E.E.
are textbooks.

6.3 TNSTRUCTTONÀL MATERIALS USED

r08

Of the respondents who said that they use textbooks as their
main instructional- material, 34.4 percent used onty one titre, as

compared to 2s.0 percent who used two titles, r8.g percent who

used three titles, and only 3.1 percent who used four titles.
However, 15.6 percent of the respondents indicated that they do

not use any textbooks because they are unavailable in their
school-s. Rather, they just improvise on their own in order to
instruct S.E.E.

The five schools (15.6%)

they have no textbooks

characteristics. Firstly, only

in which teachers indicated that
were found to possess certain

one out of the five teachers



indicated that she attended seminars organised for s.E.E., whil-e
the rest did not attend. Secondfy, all teachers in these school_s

have teaching experiences of between one year and three years,
and apart from one graduate teacher, the rest were s.r. and ,A,

level- teachers. Thirdly, arl except one school, are mixed day
schooÌs with a student capacity of "under 4OO. " One school was a

boys boarding school havlng a capacÍty of between four hundred
and six hundred students.
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Above all- it can also be observed that teachers in most
schools do not have a variety of textual- references given the
fact that at most, teachers use only one title and at least two
titles, âs compared to a significant proportion (15.6%) of the
teachers who have no singre textbook in their school_s.

Regarding how teachers found out whether social Education
and Ethics materials had come into the school, zs.o percent of
the respondents said they found out through the headteachers,
whil-e 18.8 percent cited book displays and 6.3 percent coul-d not
identify their sources of information. Tabl-e g below gives more
details on the teachers' sources of new material_s



Tabl-e 8.

Teacherst Sources of Informati_on on New Materials

SOURCE

Headteacher

Book displays

Commercial Companies

Salesmen

Ci-rcul-ar
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Other teachers

Circul-ar & book displays

Headteacher & Sa]esmen

None of the above

The observati-on which can be drawn from this tabl-e is that
most teachers rely upon the headteachers and book displays for
information on new materi-al-s rel-ated to Social- Education and

Ethics.

FREQUENCY

B

6

whereas 40.6 percent of the respondents said that they do

not encounter any probl-ems with the instructional- material-s, the
rest of the respondents cited a number of problems. For
instance, 25.0 percent complained that the textbooks they used

were sketchy , 9.4 percent indicated that the books were

inadequate and an egual proportion of percentage said that the
language used in the textbooks was not understandabl-e. However

PERCENTAGE

3

4

25.0

4

18.8

2

9.4

I

12.s

2

L2.5

2

6.3

3.1

6.3

6.3



15.6 percent gave no comments,

any textbooks in their school.

the complaints about materials

as follows:

V'Ie experience a lack of
books for students and

whatsoever.
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apparently because they do not use

Some of the comments reflecting
by the teachers in interviews were

There is l-ack

is avail-abl-e

My main problem is
literature in the form of
only avail-abl-e book which

approach to the subject

aids are not just there.

books especially reference

we have no teaching aids

of reference material

is brief and sketchy.

Reference material-s are too

for instance, the authors of
do not even state the aims

course.

the unavailability of
useful textbooks. The

I use has a difficult
and generally teaching

and whatever

There is an acute lack

particularly on Ethics

Even the available ones

limited and sketchy,

the only book I use

and j-mportance of the

of comprehensj-ve textbooks

as well as teaching aids.

are not up to the expected



As for structural problems inherent in the use of

instructional materials, most respondents (50.0%) remained non-

committal-, 25.O percent indicated that the material-s coul-d not

easily be comprehended, whereas another 25.0 percent found the

materials satj-sfactory. At the conceptual level (with respect to

interpretation¡, 37.5 percent said that the concepts stipuJ-ated

in the textbooks could not be grasped by the students because of

difficul-t language. However, orÌ this score 2l-.9 percent of the

respondents said that the concepts were "averagely understabl-e, "

and 40.6 percent offered no opinion. In relatj-on to students'

level of experience, 37.5 percent felt that the materials were

appropriate meaning that they were suitabl-e and relevant to
S.E.E., while 18.8 percent disagreed that they were appropriate,

and a significant proportion of 43.8 percent offered no opj-nion

on this.

standard and

teach.

rt2
have to improvise in order to

It can be noted that most teachers dld not have an idea or

reaction to make with respect to structural- and conceptual

problems they encountered with the use of instructional- materials

vis-a-vis studentsr experience. One plausible reason why

teachers could not commit themsel-ves was the fact that the very

material-s which they were to evaluate through classroom use were

not availabl-e except in a few institut j-ons. Therefore their



perceptions of what would be rated as problematÍc with the use of
materials were confounded. Secondj-y, in the absence of reference
texts and class readers for students, they found it difficult to
make impressions of experiential problems students woul_d

otherwise have faced i-n using s.E.E. material_s. rn essence,
those who reacted to structural, conceptual or experiential-
problems related to students'use of S.E.E. materials onJ-y did so

from one perspective: their own teaching and use of available
textbooks. rnterview responses of teachers attest to the above
position. A sampre of some of the views of teachers ran as

fol-l-ows:
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r find that some ideas expressed in the textbooks
are not suited to students.

Generally, I would

to teach and this
l-ack of visual aids

Apart from a shortfaLr of textbooks, there is al_so

the difficulty of grasping some aspects of the
course related to African modes of conduct and

ethnic traditions as weLl as religious ethics.

say that concepts are difficult
problem is compllcated by the
and reference books.

understanding the culturar background is difficul-t
especially in the absence of comprehensive books.



There are no

students and one

teaching aids.

A total of nineteen (59.4"6) of the teachers said that they

fol-Iow the S. E. E. SylJ-abus systematical-ly in their teaching as

compared to 40.6 percent who said that they do not fol-Iow the

syllabus. This l-atter group gave various reasons. One reason

cited by virtually al-l- the teachers was that they do not fol-l-ow

the sylJ-abus systematically because of the time constraint, that
the time al-l-ocated for s. E. E. in the school- curricul_um is
i-nadeguate to enable them to cover the content prescribed for one

term, let al-one for a whole school year. The Ministry of
Education formally recommended two periods a week for s.E.E.
during the launching of this progranune. Most teachers contend

that this time is not enough and needs to be doubled. rn
interviews with teachers, it transpired that some school-s even

offer onJ-y one resson a week instead of two which were

recommended by the Mínistry.
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reference books

has onJ-y got

6.4 THE S.E.E. SYLLABUS AND TNSTRUCTTON

at

to

all for the

improvise for

A second reason commonly cited by those teachers who do not
follow the S.E.E. Syllabus systematicaÌty was lack of reference
material-s on certain topics and units within the syllabus. Such

teachers, therefore, tended to teach serectivery by picking upon

the content on whj-ch they had published references. rn addit1-on,



teachers also cited the organisation of the syllabus itsel-f as

presenting instructional- inconveniences. For instance, some

teachers pointed out that it would have made more practicaJ- sense

if some units of topics like the school- and the family were

merged and taught under one topj-c. They felt that teaching such

topj-cs across school- terms involved repetitiveness. The

foll-owing are some of the representative views teachers expressed

with regard to the organisation of the syllabus:
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There is need for more time in order to cover the
syllabus because there ls spurious content that
has to be compressed within the al_located time.

The syllabus is okay and can be easily followed,
except there is too much expected within too short
a time; that is only two lessons a week is not
enough to cover work for one term.

'PhysicaÌ and psychological development' should

come ear1y. In other words emphasis should be put
on the origins and development of l_ife before

branching out into other areas.

r do not fol-l-ow the syllabus systematically, but

rather depends on which topics warrant a

particular situation.



some units are split and it involves teaching bits
and pieces which could have been lumped together
for coherence and continuity. For example, in
form one, topics on the famiry and the school_ are
split, and one has to keep coming back to them.

*
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some topics on the family and the school could
have been introduced at the l-ower level starting
from standard seven and eight, then when it comes

to form one, topics like virtues can be covered.

Some topics l_ike reproduction overJ_ap and can

taught in Biology or Hear-th science instead
being taught in Social_ Education and Ethics.

As far as the nature of the s.E.E. sytlabus is concerned,
al-l- teachers surveyed considered its aims and objectives to be
rel-evant, but a maj ority ( 6s. 6% ) felt that teaching it pJ_aced

extra demands on them. Besides 84.4 percent of the teachers
indicated that the school attaches importance to s.E.E. and an

equaÌ]y simil-ar proportion of percentage said that teaching
S.E.E. required making adjustments in their teaching approaches.
Tabl-e 9 bel-ow gives the detail_s on this.

be

of



Tabl-e 9.

Regrouped Scale Responses.

16. Seminars/workshops are useful
I7 . Aims and obj ectives are rel_evant

18. Teaching places extra demands
on teachers

I17

19. School- attaches importance
to S. E. E.

TTEM

20. Teaching requires adjustments
in approach

2J-. Possibl_e to cover syllabus
on time

22. Instructional_ materials
are adeguate

23. Can effectively teach S.E.E.
concepts

SA/A

24. fnstructional material_s are
sketchy

F(% )

24(75.0)

25. Seminars attended were useful

32(100)

U

26. Books used are rel_evant
to subject

F(% )

21 ( 6s.6 )

I (2s.0 )

Most of the teachers who responded that teaching s.E.E. reguires
adjustments in their teaching approaches explained these
adjustments in terms of commitment to the programme. commitment
to them invol-ves teacher-modelling of morally and ethically
acceptabl-e behaviour by the teacher, in which case they viewed

27 (84.4)

D/SD

F(% )

27 (84.4)

2(6.3)

14(43.8 )

3(e.4)

9 ( 28.1)

4(r2.s)

3(e.4)

2(6.3)

26(81.3)

4 (L2.5)

2(6.3)

L2 (37 .5)

s ( 16.6 )

14(43.8)

8(2s.0)

4 (r2.s)

26(8r.3)

23 (71 .9 )

12(37. s )

22(68.8)

2 (6 .3)

5 ( 16.6 )

B (2s.0 )

2(6.3)

1(3.1)



s.E.E. as more than just an academic course, but one which

involves inculcation of social norms and mores. An example of
representative opi-nions from teachers were:

The teacher ought to be exemplary to the students

by providing a practical_ example, and should al_so

have conviction in the teaching of this subject.
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The teacher shoul-d

towards the subject

to the students by

involvement.

Personal- l-ife of the teacher should invol_ve some

conviction that travels beyond mere academj_c

pursuits.

show a positive attitude
by setting a personal example

way of interest and personal

S. E. E. requires the teacher to util_ise external_

sources and expertise - use external- speakers who

are competent in various areas and there has to
be personal interest and invol_vement.

It goes beyond the classroom, the teacher has to
have the interests of the students at heart,
because he will be dealing with the moral

development of the students.



One should be personally invol_ved in what he or
she teaches that is, the teacher has to be

disciplined and exemplary, and where possibl_e have

some background or training in guidance and

counsel-1ing.

Incidentally, although teachers said that they have to make

adjustments in their approaches to teaching s.E.E., most (81.3%)

bel-ieve they can nevertheless teach the concepts stipulated in
the s.E.E. syllabus. This proportion of teachers seemed to
refl-ect those who are committed to the teaching of the programrne

rather than resulting from their expertise in this area.
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For instance, most teachers fel-t that the response of the
students to s.E.E. in general, and their instruction in
particular, encouraged them more than anything el_se. Teachers

comments indicate that the students are keen and enthusiastic
during s.E.E. lessons, a factor that gives them a boost. This is
what most teachers said about students' response in s.E.E.
cl-asses:

Students are active and like it very much because

it exposes them to many things they didn't know in
life. They are enthusiastic whenever it's time

for S.E.E. and ask guestions as wel_l as giving
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their points of view.

During S.E.E. l-essons students communicate freely
unlike other subjects. Students are easily
provoked into discussion and find the subject

interesting because it deal-s with issues in daily
l-ife experiences.

I am impressed with the students' response because

I give practical examples and this had changed the

attitude of students towards education. They

appear keen to discuss issues.

Students are al-ert and ready to contribute to some

topics, but not others where they are lacking in
experience.



rmplementation of the s.E.E. curriculum in the school_s

involved a lot of commitment from teachers. The process was

beset by problems, foremost of which was the fact that teachers
were never adeguately prepared or trained for the task.
Secondly, the S.E.E. curriculum itsel-f was found by teachers to

DTSCUSSTON OF THE FACTORS WHICH AFFECTED T}TE

IMPLEMENTATION OF S.E.E.

I2L

CHAPTER 7

be difficul-t and complex to operationalise.
instructi-onal- material-s in the form of textbooks, reference
books, teachers' guides, readers and other resource materials
were another major stumbling block
implementation of S.E.E.

This chapter therefore presents teachers' perceptions of the
j-mplementation process j-n four different but interrelated stages.
Foremost, is a presentation of the perception of the goals. This
is followed by teachersr perception of the organisation and then
the perception of the impact of the change on their instructional
roles. LastJ-y, a discussion of the teachers' perception of the
instructional- material_s is presented.

Ànd Ìastly,

to the effectÍve



As far as S.E.E. is concerned, teachers fel-t that its aj_ms

and objectives, as expressed in the course outlines and

syJ-labuses, are relevant and worthwhile. Teachers also
considered this course per se to be relevant to the needs of the
students in the school currlcul-um. For instance, apart from the
fact that 100 percent of the teachers affirmed that the goals of
S.E.E. were relevant, there was al-so a noticeabl-e convergence of
opinÍon on the validity of the course. views expressed by

teachers can attest to this:

7.T PERCEPTTON OF THE GOALS
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The goals are worthwhil_e because they entail a

student going through a situation where one has

acquired the academic knowledge and necessary

social- skills for individual_ decision making.

They are, there

approach even if
obtains therefrom.

Goals are rel-evant because

practical aspects of lives of
its academlc pursuits.

is some kind

one does not

The aims of S.E.E. are highly

of theoretical_

practice what

they appertain to
students aside from

rel-evant not onJ_y to



Kenya, but the whol_e worl_d because they set about

helping to make peopÌe become more conscious about

their contributions to society.

Whereas most teachers seem to attach special irnportance to
the teaching of s.E.E., they largery remain skepticar that the
goals of S.E.E. can be attained within the school- setting. This
skepticism appears to arise from the fact that until only
recently (1987), s.E.E. was a non-examinable subject in the
secondary school curriculum, and therefore, according to
teachers, although most students were found by teachers to be

quite enthusiastic and interested in the subject, in the long
run., teachers point out, s.E.E. might not be taken seriously as

the students might pay increasingly more attention to examinable

subjects. Even after S.E.E. was made examinabl-e in the external_

national examinations, it was still an al-ternative to Christian
Religious Education (C.R.E. ) and Islamic ReJ-igious Education
(ï.R.8. ). rn other words, candidates who woul_d wish to take
S.E.E. as one of the core courses for the Kenya Certificate of
secondary Examination (K.c.s.E. ), could still- opt for either
C.R.E. or r.R.E. It would therefore appear that students who are
not good performers in s.E.E. woul_d opt for either c.R.E. or
r.R.E. But given the competi-tive nature of the K.c.s.E.
examinations, and the fact that these examinations hol-d sway upon

the future of students, c.R.E. would be the most likely choice
for form four students because it has been taught and examined j_n
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the external examj-nations s j-nce the colonial_ period. The

examinable status of a subject Ín this case j-s important because

pri-or to the external examination teachers and students alike
often tend to gear their teaching and learning respectively,
towards examj-nation-oriented crammlng in order to ensure success.

Conscious of this fact teachers and students might not cherish
the idea of adventure, which involves deating with a novel
subject like S.E.E. for which they cannot be able to fol-l-ow the
examining trends of the most recent years or indurge j-n pre-
examination testing uslng examination questions of the most

recent years. For the most part, teachers have often been on the
receiving end when they are harangued by politj-cians for not
making students pass especiaÌIy when the examination performance

is not good in one region or the other.
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In essence, most teachers interviewed emphasized the fact
that schools have to show more demonstrable commitment to S.E.E.
by al-l-ocating to the subj ect more time on the timetable. rn some

school-s, teachers said that S.E.E. is only al-l-ocated one period a

week, while others indicated they have two periods for s.E.E. in
a week. However, alL teachers concur that even two Lessons are
not enough, and in order to cover the prescribed syllabus for a

term and a year, the duration of two periods a week has to be

increased twofold.

s.E.E. is also seen by teachers as important and unique



because it addresses issues that no other subject in the school

curricul-um had addressed sufficiently before. Most teachers

cited issues like Social Awareness, values and positive attitudes
which are j-ncul-cated through S. E. E. I'urthermore, teachers al-so

indicated that Íssues such as individual responsibility, social-

obligations to others i-n society, and moral-ethical virtues which

are addressed by s.E.E. had never been deal-t with by any other

subject. The cumulative impact of teaching S.E.E., going by

impressi-ons of teachers, is that it wil-I moul-d the characters of
students into becoming responsibl-e, disciplined and wel-l--behaved

people. One of the views which succinctly summarized the

responses of other teachers was stated thus:
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Social- Education and Ethics i_s unique because it
is about l-ife experiences. fn the traditional
past there were dos and don'ts, but due to Ìiberal
and permissive attitudes, nowadays everything is
open to question, so there shoul_d be some kind of
dj-rection for the youth. There is need for
pillars of society to hold things together for
some direction through the school system.

ïn sunìmary, s.E.E. is seen by respondents as furfilling the
following specific needs of society. Flrst, it proposes shaping

the characters and personal experiences of students by regulating
certain areas of their behaviour as people in society. second,
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it addresses unigue areas l-ike the worthwhil-e use of l-eisure and

virtues of the famiÌy that have not been dealt with anywhere.

Third, S.E.E. advocates inculcating desirabl-e attitudes and

social- val-ues that will- help to clarify the principal_ aims of
educatj-on in general. These perceptlons of s.E.E. teachers
relate only scantily to Ghubria1's (t979) findings, particularly
the notion of social transformation as a goal of education.
Other perceptions of teachers would seem to relate more to the
discipline of the students and the idea of understanding of the
self within the social nexus of the school. However, whether

s.E.E., unlike in Ghubrial's study, would be a useful- vehicl_e for
dynamic development of society j_s guestionable.

Although it was established that sg.4 percent of the
respondents fol-low the syllabus of S.E.E. systematically in their
teaching as compared to 40.6 percent who do not, both categories
of respondents expressed a need for changes to be made in the
syJ-labus. Most changes suggested in the syllabus relate to the
priority and chronology of certain topics and units.

7.2 PERCEPTION OF ORGANTSATTON

Most of the teachers who fol]owed the syllabus
systematicaJ-Iy were found to be trained (professional) teachers
who opined that changes should be made to topics in the syllabus
which deal- with "the family" and "the school-". They explicitly
suggested that the school- and the famiJ-y should be taught at the



beginning of the course

for the rest of the course. Furthermore, it was suggested that
units of these two topics should be merged and taught together.
As it is arranged in the s.E.E. syllabus, uni_ts on the topics of
the family and the school are split, so that some are taught in
different terms while some are taught in form one, and others are
taught in form two. This split meant that teachers of s.E.E.
taught bits and pj-eces of the same topic which, they pointed out,
was not good for continuity and coherence.

in order to provide a useful_ background
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À second suggested change had to do with some topics and

units overJ-apping with those taught in other subjects. For
instance, specific cases pointed out by most trained teachers
were twofold. They fel-t that topics on religious ethics could be
covered in c.R.E. and therefore it might be useful for it to be

deleted from S.E.E. altogether.
indj-vidual growth, development and human reproduction are covered
in both the secondary school_ BioJ_ogy and Heal_th science
syllabuses, and therefore, teaching such topics again in s.E.E.
involves un$rarranted repetitiveness, partl_cu]arJ_y if it is the
same teacher instructing the two or three subjects in which the
topics are prescribed. some typical examples of representative
suggestions by teachers r^¡ere:

rn the social Education and Ethics syllabus some

areas on the topics like the development of the

In addition, topics on



individual- should be removed because they are

covered in BioJ-ogy particularly sections starting
from adoLescence.

I find the form one syllabus okay, but some topics
l-ike 'the schoolr are repeated in forms one and

two. These two could be covered exclusively in
one cl-ass for better understanding.
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some topics in the sylrabus should have come first
before the others, for example, in form one the
family should come first before issues like
starvation.

A majority of those who do not foll-ow the syllabus
systematically were found to be teachers who had not yet, received
any professional- training. What transpired from lnterviews with
t.eachers in this category is that they tended to pick upon and

teach those topics and units in the syllabus that they were more

familiar with, whj-Le sidelining those they did not know well
enough. To a great extent, the selection of what was taught and

skipped depended on the avail-abl-e references in the form of
textbooks which these teachers had. Ànother general- complaint
and,/or reason why teachers in this category never fol-Iowed the
syllabus systematica]-ly was that the topics and units are not
el-aborate enough and do not define the extent to which a teacher



in the classroom should go. This meant that the syllabus does

not specify the depth and scope of content which shoul-d be

covered, two illustrative comments of teachers who hold this
position are as fol-l-ows:

I think that some areas of the Socia1 Education

and Ethics syllabus require more than what is
contained in the syllabus, and thus reguire more

time than is prescri-bed.
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The syllabus is sketchy and needs to be more

el-aborate in order to indicate in most areas the

limits to which a teacher can go.

Collectively both categories of teachers complained of lack

of adeguate time and resource material-s for S.E.E. For the time

factor, teachers felt that they were constrained by limited time

of only one or two periods in a week for S.E.E., which would not

suffice to cover work prescribed for one term, let al-one covering

work for a whol-e school- year. In this regard teachers in fact

had no power to determj-ne how much time a subject like S.E.E.

shoul-d be alÌocated, the decision on this being purely an

administrative matter determined by the Mlnistry of Education.

But the anomaly whereby some schools have one period whil-e others

have two periods in a week for S.E.E., whereas the Ministry

initially recommended two, seems to have been occasioned by the



headteachers in the schools concerned. However, the fact that
teachers of S.E.E. emphasized the constraint of time factor, gâvê

the impression that, with more time allocated to S.E.E. lessons,
then they could complete the prescrlbed content on schedule. As

a corollary to this aspect of the time factor, lt might al_so do

well to mention, as a relatively smalL number of teachers did,
the factor that cooperative or team-teaching of s.E.E. could
alleviate the probJ-em of the inability by one teacher to complete
the syJ-labus on time. But team-teaching must be seen in the
context of the feasibility and nature of the staffing of
personnel at the school l-eveI. At the moment, there is an ever
increasing demand for more personnel at secondary school- leve1,
even in more established academic subjects than s.E.E., that have

not been met by the Ministry of Education and its employment

agency, the Teacherst service commission (T.s.c.). This expÌains
why many teachers without professional- training are depJ-oyed in
our school- system. one compÌaint which apparently summarizes

this situation was expressed as:
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rt is actually quite difficur-t to be able to
complete the social Education and Ethics syllabus
because we lack a lot of facil-ities and the time
factor - only two periods a week are not enough,

and hence there is need for more time to be

all-ocated and perhaps employ teamwork teaching.



To summarise, these teachers perceived the organisation of

the S. E. E. curricul-um to have had certain impediments to

meani-ngfuI instruction. First, the syllabus reguires some

changes in terms of priority so that some topics are taught first

in lower classes before others. Second, some topics which

overlap with simil-ar topics in other subjects shoul-d be deleted

as they invol-ve unnecessary repetitiveness. Third, the syllabus

cannot be completed on schedule unless more time is al-located for

S.E.E. and adequate resource materials are made available to

teachers. These perceptions of S.E.E. teachers have a direct

bearing on Ful-l-an's (1982) work concerning the nature of how the

curriculum of a programme woul-d determine its own implementation.

Clearly, and i-nkeeping with Ful-lan' s study, teachers found the

S. E. E. course curricul-um complex for them to operational-ise in
the classroom and thought that it was al-so lacking in clarity.
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Since S.E.E. was a new subject whlch had never been taught
j-n secondary schools before, 84.4 percent of the teachers

indicated that teaching it reguired making adjustments in their
pedagogical approaches. Àdjustments here woul-d not so much refer
to an al-teration in the teaching strategies that had been

hitherto used, but rather that teaching S.E.E. reguires more

preparation on the part of teachers. Most teachers expJ-ained the

adjustments in terms of coping with change whereby they teach a

new subject which enunciates a new approach of l-ooking at social

7.3 PERCEPTION OF IMPACT ON TEACHERSI ROLES



phenomena, but which is complex by virtue of the fact that there
are no useful resource material-s for it, while, at the same time,
teachers themsel-ves are not cl-ear what the new progranìme

invol-ves. what compounds the lack of clarity about the teaching
of S.E.E. and therefore makes the subject complex for teachers

lies in the fact that they were not trained or prepared for this
change.

Teachers indicated that unlike other, more establ-ished

subjects in the school curriculum, s.E.E. has no teachers' guides

or workbooks which often assist them in preparing schemes of work

and subseguent l-esson plans. A coroll_ary to this problem of
adjustments has to do with a shortage of textbooks as reference
material- for teachers. rn a situation where successful- teaching
is tied to the success of students in external- examinatj-ons,

teachers have tended to prize the textbook method of teaching.
Textbooks, then, are seen by teachers not only as a varuabl_e

component of their instruction, but al-so as an j-ndispensabl-e

asset which provides the necessary factual information which they
are supposed to lnculcate ln thelr instructj-ona1 rol-es. This
central rore which textbooks play explains why teachers, when

asked what could been done to remedy the situatj-on, readily
suggested that they needed comprehensive books to be supplied
from K.I.E. Teachers had this to say:
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There is need for textbooks which comprehensively



address the content of Social-

and perhaps some visual and

that students can practically
are taught.

It would be important to have seminars which can

familiarise teachers with the problems encountered

in teaching Social- Educatj-on and Ethics and al-so

up to date books and reference material-s.

Teachers also need to be tutored on the types of
ai-ds so that they can improvise some and others be

provj-ded by the school-.
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Education and Ethics

audio-visual ai-ds so

visualise what they

The Ministry shoul-d set up a panel of experts to
write out books which are comprehensive enough for
the subject and develop appropriate teaching aids.

Through the school, the Kenya Institute of
Education should supply the needed books and

teaching aids. Social- Education and Ethics should

al-so be assigned to ol-der and more experienced

teachers.

Other limiting factors as far as i-nstructj-onal rol-es of
teachers are concerned were perceived to be the multifarious
nature of the S.E.E. content. The content, according to



teachers, required wide exposure to different fields and

practical experiences which they fel-t they did not have. To use

the words of one teacher, to be a successful instructor of S.E.E.
one needs to be "a jack of al-] trades,,. apart from a sound

understanding of the content of S.E.E., teachers also indicated
that an understanding of the cul-tural- backgrounds of students was

crucial. certain ethical and moral aspects of s.E.E. are
supposed to be expounded with an awareness of the learnersf
cultural- practices and if a teacher l-acks it, then it becomes

equally problematic. One sentiment which precisely summed up the
attitudes of most teachers was:
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Personally, I think that effective teaching of
Social Education and Ethics reguires that a

teacher should have some knowÌedge of Afrícan
traditions, an understanding of theoÌogical,
social and psychological aspects as wel-l- as the
philosophical aspects which rel-ated to universal
and student cul_tures.

More resourceful- teachers, however, indicated that they
tried to circumvent these problems by improvising their own

material-s and occasionally made use of the services of guest

tutors or speakers whom they invited from the professions to help
out in certain areas. Some teachers al-so used collegial support
from amongst the members of staff. For instance an s.E.E.



teacher coul-d invite a fe]Iow colJ-eague to instruct for him,/her
a l-esson related to an S.E.E. area on which helshe did not have
adeguate personal knowledge and experience. Alternatively in
teaching an area on religious ethics, some s.E.E. teachers
invited clergymen from the vicinity of the schools to give a tal_k
to the students. And a couple of teachers said they used their
knowledge of theatre arts to improvise mimes and other theatrics
in order to enl-iven the practtcaJ- situations of some of the
theoretical things they teach in the absence of audio-visual
aids.
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Ïn summary, teachers of S.E.E. perceived theír instructional
rol-es as problematic because of complex and diverse content of
the subject. Essentiaffy, they saw themselves as having l-acked
the necessary preparation and exposure to the chal-lenges which
they faced in the instruction of s.E.E. and this was compound by

a shortage of useful- resource materials. The fact that teachers
perceived their instructional- rol-es to be problematic due to l_ack

of training in preparati-on for the launching of s . E . E . ,
corroborates the findings of Mclaughlin and Marsh (rg7g) that in-
service preparation enabl-es teachers to develop personaÌ
understanding of the mainstream ideas with practical 1earning on
the job.



rnstructional- material-s for s. E. E. were perceived by

teachers to be J-nadeguate and sketchy. rn some ( 15.6% )

instances, teachers indicated that they had never been supplied
with any instructional materials. In virtually all schools
surveyed, teachers never used any audio-visual aids.

7 .4 PERCEPTTON OF TNSTRUCTTONAL M^A,TERTALS

Textbooks were just about the only instructional material
upon which S.E.E. teachers relied. Even for those teachers who

mainly used textbooks for their instruction, there was a

noticeabl-e lack of variety. For instance out of 56.3 percent of
the teachers who used textbooks, 34.4 percent used only one title
of a textbook compared to zs.o who used two titl-es, rg.g percent
who used three titl-es and 3. r percent who used four titles.
Although teachers accepted that the books used were rel-evant to
s.E.E., they fel-t that they were sketchy in so far as they do not
explore the actual depths and scope of concepts in s.E.E.
Explicated further, this meant that the availabl-e books,

according to teachers, do not contain adeguate factual-
information on various topics and unj-ts which are enunciated in
the S.E.E. sylÌabus.
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Às to how this problem can be remedied, teachers were under

the impression that experts at the Ministry of Educatj_on and

K.r.E. coul-d write "more comprehensive" books and al-so devise
instructional- material-s which coul-d then be distributed to the



school,s. Because of the pressure to prepare students for
external examinations starting from 1989 in spite of the newness

of the subject and, therefore, lack of established status in
schools for S.E.E., some teachers even suggested that in addition
to the necessity for them to be provided with teachers' guides in
the subject, sample guesti-ons could al-so be worked out the same

way by the experts and made availabre to schools. such

guestions, the teachers contended, coul-d form a useful- basis of
evaluation. This indicated that teachers appear to be unsure of
the precise nature of evaluation which they ought to employ in
S.E.E. cl-asses. Specific reference to sample questions being

supplied to S. E. E. has two d j-mens j-ons . The first dimension

relates to the fact that, ift the absence of professional training
as a prerequisite to the implementation of the s.E.E. sylIabus,
teachers have no cl-earcut evaluation skilLs in the subject which

they can usefully empJ-oy in monitoring or assessing their own

teaching independently. The second dimension of sample guestions
projects to the fore the assumption that characterises teaching
primarily as a means of supplying factual_ knowledge geared

towards success in external- examinations. rn this l-atter case,

S.E.E. teachers, like their counterparts in other subjects do not
want to share the blame of being seen as producing examination

fail-ures in their subject. Thus, the greater the need for
comprehensive textbooks and sample questions.
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À majority of the school-s j-n which teachers indicated that



the textbooks were unavailabl-e were mixed day schools with less
than 400 students. Most of these schools are either Harambee

schoo]s which are managed through communar financial
contributions or run by individuals who are private
entrepreneurial managers. These institutions had a discernibly
high proportion of professi-onally untrained teachers who had

predominantly '|rÀ'' level or lower academic qualifications.

I'urthermore, teachers were not abl-e to make any effective
assessment nor offer any critical- comment on the structural and

conceptual problems in rel-ation to students' experience. Behind
this facade of sil-ence l-ies the explanation that in the absence

of reference books and cl-ass readers for students, it becomes

understandably difficult for teachers to make any val_id
assessments.
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Each of these reacti-ons of S.E.E. teachers to interview
questions constitute an i-mportant el-ement of the probl-ematic
areas of the implementation of the S.E.E. curricul-um and can,
therefore, provide a useful- summary to this chapter.

The time al-located to S. E. E.

is not enough and so there
given the fact that it is
addition to the problem of
teaching aids.

of only two lessons

is need for more time

a complex area, in
lack of textbooks and



We have a problem of teaching aids and the subject
itself involves thorough preparation on the part
of the teacher in terms of sociologj_cal- and

psychological preparedness plus textbooks.
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PÌannj-ng of lessons is diffÍcult especially as it
is a new subject and lack of reference material-s

as well- as teaching aids.

Concepts are difficul_t to teach. There are no

visual aids and no reference material for the
students.

Being a new subject, there is lack of experience

on the part of the teacher and it is difficul_t to
handl-e some areas of the syllabus because you

cannot refer anywhere.

Probl-ems encountered by s.E.E. teachers with the use of
instructional- materials as expressed in these views validate the
findings of Taylor ( 1970 ) . Tayror's study found that the
avail-ability of adequate resource material-s and teaching aids
determine the success of implementing a curriculum. Explicitly,
S.E.E. teachers indicate that such material-s were inadequate and

aids were lacking. Definitely these material_s, then, hampered
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the effective implementation of the S.E.E. programme.



This chapter contains the implications, conclusions and

recommendations arising from the findings of this study. Three

factors are discussed under implications. These factors which

include teacher preparation, resource materials and teacher
involvement in the curriculum implementation effort, emanate from
inferences rel-ated to the findings of the study. concl_usions

provide a general and precise summary of the intent of the study

TMPLTCATTONS. CONCLUSIONS ÀND RECOMMENDATTONS

L4I

CTIAPTER 8

and the main findings obtaining therefrom.

recornmendations are made which have a bearing upon emerging

issues in this study, and, above al-l-, a suggestion for further
research j-s al-so included in this chapter

School- j-mprovement efforts have to be seen in the context of
the educational system as it exists in each country 1Bolam,

1983 ) . This observation is guite real-istic especially in the
context of curriculum implementation in most third worl_d

countries. For instance, most published research which comes

from the united states refl-ects the values and conditions of the
political and socio-economic context tn which it was produced,

and a simil-ar situation may not necessari-J-y appfy to third worl_d

countries.

8.1 IMPLICATTONS

Last1y, six

Generally, the united states, canada and Austral_ia have
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decentralized educational- systems. rn these countries, the
states or provinces (whichever is applicable¡ have responsibility
over education, although the federal- governments provide
fj-nancj-al subsj-dies to complement regional efforts. rn Kenya,

the educational- system is centralized and currj-culum change or
innovation is initiated by agents at the centre. Teachers at the
base level of the educational system percelve change through the
top-down hierarchical structure. Commenting on the situation in
central-ized educational structures, Bolam (1983), observed that

CertainJ_y the lntroduction of central_ized
curriculum innovations ought, in principle,
to present distinctive disseminationproblems. For example, the individual_
teacher is merely required to understand thenew reguJ_rements and then acquire the
necessary implementation skills. He or sheis not required to exercise professionaljudgement about the des j_rabiJ_ity and
usefulness or otherwise of the ceñtralIy
developed curricul-um package . (p. S7 )

rmpÌementation of a completely new curriculum, as was the
case of S.E.E. in the Kenyan secondary school system, was viewed

from the teachers' perspective. This is because teachers provide

the most vital l-ink between the aspirations of the deveÌopers of
the s.E.E. curricul-um, the goals of the subject itsel-f, and the
actual- teaching,/learning situation in the classroom. through
this avenue, therefore, it was possible to establ-ish the problems

engendered in operationalising the curriculum through the
investigation of the teachers' perceptions of the goals,
organisation and j-nstructional material-s of the S.E.E. secondary
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school B-4-4 programme in Kenya.

From this study, a number of implications can be inferred.
Firstry, teachers of s.E.E. never received any training 1n

preparation for the change engendered ln operatlonalising the
curricul-um from the drawing board to the classroom. They were

not therefore attuned to the anticipated change in terms of new

instructional roIes, strategies and attitudes which were to be

commensurate with the chal-lenges of the new subject. rnstead,
teachers were just assigned to teach the new subject regardless
of their academj-c background, interest or motivation. rn this
context the course-focused (Henderson, rgTg) approach of in-
servicing teachers would have been useful for S.E.E. teachers.
This approach would have provided a focus on the content of the
subject and the instructional roles to be adopted by the
teachers. rn addition Lortie's (1975) postulate of J-earning
whil-e doing and mediated entry woul-d have been significant for
S.E.E. teachers. Significance woul-d be derived from the fact
that, if properly conceived and executed through a supervisory
and wel-l- coordinated system, teachers are exposed to the basic
skills that woul-d have enabl-ed them to deal with the chal_Ìenges

involved in teaching this course.

Secondly, a shortage of
the implementation of S.E.E.

anticipation and timing of this

instructional facilities hampered

It would appear that the
change was not properly concej_ved



and executed. The fact that curriculum packages and other vital-
resource materials, which are technicalJ-y indispensabl-e in an

externalJ-y initiated change, $rere noticeably inadequate and

lacking means that this change was not feasibly monitored and

evenly spread within the educatj-onal- system. Unlike what studies
l-ike those of I'ull-an (I982) on curricul-um j-mplementation have

demonstrated, no discernible changes took place in rel-ation to
mater j-al-s , teaching approaches and teachers ' beliefs in s . E. E .

such changes, ideally, shoul-d have constituted prior and

necessary preconditj-ons for the implementation of this new

curricul-um. Furthermore, this also underl-ines the fact that the
S.E.E., in its pre-implementation stages, was not properly
piloted and its materials val-idated by teachers prior to the
l-aunching of the subj ect in the schools.
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Thirdly, there was a noticeable l-ack of invol-vement of
teachers in the change effort. For j-nstance, teachers were never

invol-ved in the selection, analysis and val-idation of
instructional- material-s which eventualJ-y they were bound to use.

this means that there was an absence of negotiati-on for change

between the developers of the s.E.E. currj-cu1um, on the one hand,

and teachers, orl the other hand. Lack of negotiation bespeaks of
a major fl-aw in the organlsation for the change that was desired
by the introduction of S.E.E., because, the result of sidelining
teachers j-n the change process was that no meaningful feedback

from them was or coul-d be provided to the currj-cul-um developers



in these formative stages. This situation not only demoral-izes

teachers because they perceive change as having been imposed on

them, but al-so creates and consolidates notions in teachers that
sol-utions to their instructional- probJ-ems lie outside the
cl-assroom: with the expert curriculum developers at the
headquarters.

Given the fact that organisation for change invoJ_ving
el-ements which F\¡l-l-an (ße2) identified to include prev1_ous

teacher training and teacher input, the s. E. E. prograrune shoul_d

have involved teachers more activeJ_y at the in-service
(Mcl,aughl-in and Marsh , I97Bi StalJ_ings, LgTg and Emrick, IgBO )

stages in disseminating and discussing the new curricul-um. This
would have had the advantage of making the curricul-um itsetf
appear less compJ-ex to teachers and therefore more manageable for
them to transl-ate it into instruction.
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Àlthough the B-4-4 system of education, perhaps, has yet to
make its impact on Kenyan society in general, this study on

S.E.E. has identified significant el-ements of the curricul_um
implementation process that might have been taken for granted.
Therefore in the light of the problems which beset the effective
i-mplementation of S.E.E., it is suggested that further research
coul-d be carried 1n the fol_lowing areas:

8.2 FURTHER RESEARCH

(a) Research in the administration of educational_
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change in the B-4-4 system in Kenya woul_d be

necessary in order to arrj-ve at an understanding

of the priorities and problems invol_ved.

(b) It is also suggestee that it woul-d be useful if
there were a study of the effects of preparing

students for external examinations by teachers on

their instructional roles and strategies.

This study set out to investigate teachers' perceptions of
the goals, organisation, and instructional materj-al-s in Social-

Education and Ethics in the 8-4-4 educational- system in Kenya, im

order to identify the problems of implementation which teachers

may have encountered.

teachers perceptions, therefore can be drawn from the study.

8.3 CONCLUSTONS

The goals of Social- Education and Ethics were perceived to
be relevant and worthwhil-e. However, it was found that these

goals, according to teachers, cannot be achieved within the
school- setting unless there is more demonstrabl-e serj-ousness and

commitment on the part of the school-s towards s.E.E. The

examination status of S.E.E. was al-so seen as an important factor
that woul-d determine the attitudes of the students towards the
subj ect.

A number of conclusions concerning

The organisation of the S.E.E. syJ-Iabus was perceived as



requj-ring changes that woul-d involve prioritizing some topics and

units over others within the instructional sequence and pace.

Such changes were considered to be necessary in streamlining
instruction in order to achieve more coherence and continuity.
Teachers also felt that the syÌlabus needs to be more el-aborative

in its descri-ption of content so that they are precisely aware of
what to include in planning their l-essons as wel-l- as what to
exclude. It was found that teachers were constrained by the
l-imited time provided for s. E. E. in the school-s; and therefore
there was an urgent need for more tÍme to be al-located to the
subject in the form of periods of instruction per week.
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Teaching of s . E . E . was percei-ved by teachers to be

difficul-t, challenging and complex. This resulted from the fact
that they were not prepared for the new instructional- rol-es

expected of them. The most chal-lenging areas cited in this
regard were those areas of lesson development and the fact that
S.E.E. concepts are not clearly understandable to teachers.
Teachers al-so acknowl-edged that s . E. E. reguired practical
knowledge of a wide range of lssues in the social sciences and

experience which most of them did not have.

A serious shortage of instructj-onal- materj-al-s was complained

of by virtually all- teachers. And complaints by teachers were

strongly indicative of the fact that even the material-s

available, mainry a few textbooks, were sketchy. Need therefore



was expressed for the

materials from the

system.

Having submitted the main conclusions of this study, it is
necessary to make certain recommendations that would help to
alleviate some of the most problematic areas of the

implementation of the S.E.E. currÍculum. This study, therefore,

makes the following reconìmendatj-ons:

supply of comprehensive and

relevant sources within the
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8.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

(i) IN-SERVTCE PROGRAMMES

Comprehensive in-service would not only be desirabl-e for all
S. E. E. and woul-d-be S. E. E. teachers, but they would be

i-ndispensable. These progranÌnes would be useful- in a number of
ways. Firstfy, they would expose teachers to a wide spectrum of
issues related to the content background of the subject and its
pedagogical approaches to j-nstruction. Secondly, such programmes

would al-so equip teachers with the necessary skil-ls and expose

them to probable challenges they may face in instructional
situations. And lastly, j-n-servicing teachers helps to instil- in
them a psychological preparedness for the tasks ahead as well as

a sense of professional commitment to the subject they are

expected to teach.

appropriate

educational-



(ii) SEMTNARS

These coul-d be organised on a periodic and rotational- basis
especially during the tj-me when school-s are on recess. rdeally,
seminars woul-d be useful- fora of bringing together currj-cul-um

developers from the Ministry of Educatlon, K.r.E., and cl_assroom

teachers of S.E.E. j-n order to share ldeas on the problems and

challenges in the field. Such occasions would also be used to
get feedback from the teachers in terms of the progress teachers
would be making in the field. This type of face to face
communication would al-so enable the curricul-um devel-opers to
monitor implementation situations much more real-istically and

closeIy. This woul-d help them to make vital- adjustments in
future planning rather than merely operating from the legendary
rivory towers, .
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(iii)

This j-s one of the most crucial- areas that may spe1l a death
knel-l- for the S . E. E. progranune. Resource material-s including
textbooks, reference books, class readers, visual and audio-
visual as wel-l as teachers' guides and workbooks should be

devised. Such material-s, if they are cl-early understandabl-e to
the users (teachers), would go a long way in helping them draw up

elaborate schemes of work and l-esson plans. The presupposition
here is that during in-service programmes and seminars, the
operational technical-ities of such material-s woul-d have been

explicitly demonstrated to teachers.

RESOURCE MATERTALS



(ív) TIME ALLOCATION FOR S.E.E.

There is need for the Ministry of Education through its
supervisory agencies j-n consultation wlth relevant school
administrators to rethink the time all-ocated for s.E.E. on the
schools' timetables. The current one or two periods a week

all-ocated for S.E.E. does not enable teachers to complete the
prescrj-bed content in the sylJ-abuses on time. It is therefore,
necessary to increase the time of two periods a week twofold.
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( v ) STATUS OF S . E. E. IN EX,AMINATTONS

Previously, when S.E.E. was not examinable ln the national_
K.c.S.E. examinations, teachers and students al-ike never took it
seriousÌy. rt was seen as being inconseguential. Arthough it
was later made exami-nable, it was neverthel-ess an al-ternative to
c.R.E- and r.R.E. The l-atter are more established subjects in
the school curricul-um and there is therefore a tendency for
students, eager for success in external- examinations, to opt for
them rather than S. E. E. rn order to forestal-l- this trend, while
recogni-sing the importance of s.E.E., the l_atter shou]d be made

an examinable subj ect j_n its own right.

(vi) TEAM-TEACHING

rnspite of manpower constraints within the Kenyan secondary

school- system, there is a recognisable need to uti]ize the
availabl-e manpower expedientJ-y for team-teaching in respect of



S. E. E.

interdisciplinary subject, and sj-nce teachers Ín the fiel-d never

took any form school-ing or training in it, team-teaching can help
to ease hardships placed on one teacher.

Social- Education and Ethics is more or less an

cooperative teaching from resourceful teachers who are

knowledgeabl-e in various content aspects of the course in order

to do a nice job.

rn sum, this study set out to investigate teachers'
perceptions of the goals, organisat j-on, and instructional_
material-s in Social gducation and Ethics in the B-4-4 Educational

System in Kenya. It was establ-ished that teachers perceive the
goals of S.E.E. to be real-istic and rel-evant to the nature of the

subject. Teachers were al-so found to favour a restructured
S.E.E. syllabus and instructional- material-s were considered to be

inadequate, sketchy and in some i-nstances completely lacking.
Genera]-Iy teachers fel-t they were not wel-l- prepared to
effectively teach S.E.E. Therefore the impJ-ementation of the
S.E.E. curricul-um in the schools invol-ved a lot of commitment on

the part of teachers in spite of the problems they encountered.
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This wil-l entail-



1. Gender: Male

FemaIe
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ÀPPENDTX A

Please check t/l whichever ls applicable.

2. To which age range do you belong?

20 30 ( ) 31 40 ( ) 4I s0 ( ) overso ( )

(i) QUESTIONNATRE

3. Your academic qualificat,ions:
B.Ed.() B.Sc./e.a.()M.A./M.Ed.()'A'Level_()

4. Your professional qualificatj-ons:
Graduate trained ( )

Appt./Teacher Status ( )

rAr Level untrained ( )

5. You teach Socia1 Education and Ethics in:
Forml() Form2 () Form3() Form4()

6. Indicate your major subjects studied:
(i)

Graduate untraj-ned ( )

s.r. ( )

Dip.Ed() Other ()

(ri) (iii)



7. How many years have you been teaching?

8. (a) which other subjects do you teach besides social_

Education and Ethics?

(i)

8. (b) rn which of the following sex, sÍze and type of school-

do you teach? Check t/l
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Size

Over 1000
Students

600 1000
Students

General-
Secondary

(ii)

Boys

400 600
Students

Under 400
Students

Girls Mixed

9. (a) Have you attended any seminars or workshops on Social_

Education and Ethics?

Technical

Boys

(Yes or No)

9- (b) rf yes, indicate approximate dates and themes of the
workshops or seminars:

Girl-s Mixed

Special

Boys Girls Mixed



Approximate

Date

l_54

Theme

Check lJ I which is applÍcabl-e to you.

10. The instructional-

Education and Ethics

Books ( ) Visual-

Diagrams ( ) Charts

11. The instructional- material-

Sel-f-designed ( )

Supplied by K.I.E. ( )

material-s

are:

aids

use for teaching Social

()

()

Audio-Visual aids ( )

Other (specify)

I use in (10) are:

Supplied by school

Other (specify)

()
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1-2. Amongst the materials you have indicated, list any titles of
books which you commonly use with students in the cl-assroom.

13. How do you find out whether new Social Education and Ethics
materials have come lnto the school? Check t/l
Through circular ( ) Book displays ( )

From headmaster ( ) Rel-eases from commerciar companies ( )

Otherteachers ( ) Salesmen( )

14. What j-nstructional- problems do you encounter with the use of
these instructional- materials?

15. (a) Do you follow the prescribed Social Education and

Ethics SylJ-abus Systematically in your teaching of the
subj ect?

15. (b) If No, elaborate why?

(Yes or No)



Circl-e the one category whlch best descrlbes your agreement wlth

each statement. I = Strongly agree, 2 = Àgree, 3 = Undecided, 4

= disagree, 5 = Strongly dlsagree.

16. The semj-nars or workshops organised for Social Education and

Ethics teachers are useful.

12345
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t7. Social- Education and Ethics has aims and objectives which

are relevant to the needs of students.

]-2345

18. The teaching of Social- Education and Ethics pJ-aces extra

demands on the teacher.

r2345

19. The school- attaches special importance to the teaching of

Social Education and Ethics.

L2345

20. Teaching Social- Education and Ethics requires making

adjustments in my approaches to the teaching of the subject

in the cl-assroom.

r2345



2L. It is possible to cover the Social Educatj-on and Ethics

Syllabus within the prescribed time frame.

22. Instructional materials used in teaching Social- Education

and Ethics are adeguate.

r57

23. I can effectively teach the concepts stipulated in the

Social Education and Ethics Syllabus.

24. The j-nstructional- materj-als used in teaching Social-

Education and Ethics are sketchy.

25. The seminars and/or workshops I attended in rel-ation to the

teaching of Social Education and Ethics are useful.

26. The books I use for Social Education and Ethics with

students in the cl-assroom are relevant to the nature of the

subj ect.

I
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27. What instructional- problems do

these instructional_ materials,
Comment appropriately.

(i)

(ii) Conceptual level

Reading l-evel

(iii) Relation to students, experience

(iv)

you encounter with the use of
in rel-ation to structure?

Other (specify)

1. (a) What problems have you encountered in teaching Social
Education and Ethics?

(b) what, iD your view, can be done to overcome these
problems?

( ii ) INTERVTEW SCHEDULE

(c) what do you regard to be successful as far as your
teaching of social Education and Ethics is concerned?

2. What do you expect

teacher to do in
a successful-

order to cope

Social_ Education and Ethics
with the requirements of the
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subj ect?

3. Do you think the goals of Social Education and Ethics are

attainable within the school setting?

4. What do you regard to be the major strengths of this subject?

5. What recommendation would you make about the lay-out of the

syJ-1abus?

6. What suggestion do you have for the procurement and use of

instructional- materials ?

7. What type of preparation do you think Socíal Educatj-on and

Ethics teachers reguire in future?

8. Are Social- Education and Ethics goals worthwhile j-n your

vi-ew?

9. Given a chance what improvements woul-d you make in rel-ation

to content of the subject?

10. Do you find some units and topics of the syllabus better than

others?

11. How do your students respond to your teaching of Social-
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Education and ethicsa



Dear Sir/Madam,

(iii) LETTER SOLTCTTTNG pARTrcrpÀTroN

r am a graduate student, in the Faculty of Education,

university of Manitoba. rn order to complete my masters

programme r have to undertake a study and submit a thesis. My

study wilI invol-ve teachers of Social- Education and Ethics
respondj-ng to a questionnaire and a brief interview session.
Your school- has been selected as part of the sample for this
study. r am therefore writing to give you time to consider
whether or not you might be wil-ling to take part in this study.
ïf you agree to take part, your anonymity is guaranteed and any

information you give wil-l- only be used for the purposes of this
study. Your agreement to take part is voluntary, and if you

wish, lou are also free to withdraw from the study at any time.

Thanking you in advance.
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Asman Makokha

Education Building, Room 258

f have read this letter, I understand the procedure to be

fol-lowed, and I consent to participate in this study.

Date Signature of participant.



The H,/M,

J.62

The Directorate of Personnel- Management,

General- Training I'und (G T F),

Office of the President,

NATROBI

Mr. Asman Makokha,

P.O. Box 78598,

NATROBT.

DATE:

TT{ROUGH

Dear Sir,/Madam,

RE: RESEÀRCH TN SOCIAL EDUCATTON AND ETHTCS.

I am writing to
questionnaire to your

Education and Ethics."
operation.

Yours truJ-y,

Asman Makokha.

reguest you

teacher who

Thanking you

to

is
in

pass on the encl_osed

in charge of "Social-
advance for your co-



Dear Subject Teacher,

RE: RESEARCH TN SocTAL EDUCATION ÀND ETHICS.

Kindl-y respond to the items in this questionnaire. ï would
also l-ike to indicate to you that r am due to corl_ect the
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Mr. Asman Makokha,

P.O. Box 7BS9B,

NAIROBI.

DATE:

questionnaire in person on

have an oral interview with you on the same day.

Thank you in advance for your co-operation.

Yours truly,
Asman Makokha.

and if possible



(a) Transport for visiting schools

(b) Purchase of cassette recorder
(c) Purchase of calculator
(d) Purchase of blank cassettes

(e) Stationery
(f) Cost of mailing questionnaires

(g) Subsistence all_owance

(h) Services of a Research Assistant
( i ) Miscel-l-aneous

GRAND TOTAL
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(iv) BUDGET

(In Kenyan Currency)

Kshs.

Kshs.

Kshs.

Kshs.

Kshs.

Kshs.

Kshs.

Kshs.

Kshs.

10,000 .00

4,000 .00

600.00

500 .00

600.00

200.00

15,000.00

2,000 .00

I ,000 .00

KSHS. 33 ,900.00
== = = == = = = = = = =: = = =



(i) May to June - L9B7 Library search and review of
literature at Kenyatta and Nairobi Universities in
Nairobi.

(ii) JuÌy 1987 - Mail-1ng the first draft of the proposal to
Prof. John W. Seymour to Winnipeg, Canada.

(v) TïME-TABLE
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(iii) September J-987 Second draft of the proposal presented

to members of the advisory committee, department of
C.H.S.S. University of Manitoba.

(iiia) submit study to the Ethics and Research committee

(iv) December L9B7 Mailing out questionnaires to
respectj-ve school_s.

(v) January to March - 19BB carrying out research amongst

selected schools in western and Rift valley, Kenya.

(vi) Àpril May 19BB writing out first draft and

presentation to the advisory committee by end of May.



The foll-owing are el-aborate obj ectives and content of S. E. E.

for K . c. s . E. examinations rel-eased by the Kenya Nationa]

Examinatj-ons Council (1988 ) .
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ÀPPENDTX B

(ï) GENERAL OBJECTTVES OF SOCIAL EDUCATTON AND EIHICS

social Education and Ethics course shoul-d help the learner to:
(a ) develop a harmonious ethical,/moral relationship between

himsel-f and the home, the school, the neighborhood,

Kenya and other nations.

(b) appreciate the necessity and dignity of moral education

in Kenya and other societi-es

(c) base his decisj-on on sound ethical- principles as an

integral part of his personality development

(d) develop a rational- attitude and out,l-ook towards life
( e ) acqui-re, appreciate and commit himsel-f to universal-

values and virtues that cement unity and understanding

among the various ethnic communities in Kenya

(f) rationally sort out confl-icts arising from the
traditional, extraneous and inner directed moral val-ues

(g) understand and appreciate the social- fulfillment and

moral rewards accruing from cultivating and adopting

virtues and values offered by mora1,/ethical- education.



1.0 THE FAMTLY

1.1 Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the l_earner should

(a) define a family;
(b) explain and appreciate the importance

(c) explain and appreciate the roles,
obligations of different members of a

(d) explain and appreciate different types
( e ) identify cornmon conflicts that arise

members of the family.

(ïr) CoNTENT
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1.11 Oefinition of a family.
l.L2 Members of a family.
1.13 Types of famil-ies

* Nuclear

* Polygamous

* Extended

be able to:

* SingÌe-parent famil-ies

I .I4 Rol-es, rights and obligations
the family j-n the:

(a) traditional society

(b) modern society.

of a family;
basj-c rights and

family;

of famil-ies;

among different

of different members of
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1.1s RÍghts, obligations and confl_icts arising from the
fol_l-owing relationships :

parents ChÍl_dren

Chil_dren - parents

Family - Friends

Frj_ends Family

1.16 The family as a basic unit of society.
2.0 HUMÄN VTRTUES RELATED TO THE FÀMILY

2.I Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the learner should be abl_e to:
(a) define a virtue;
(b) identify and appreciate vi_rtues which promote the

dignity of the individuar- members of the famity;
(c) exprain and appreciate the Ímportance of dever_oping

virtues rel_ated to family l_ife;
(d ) understand and appreciate the i_mportance of the

struggre to bring to an end vices rerated to famiry
l-ife;

(e) develop virtues which foster openness to other
families.

2.II Definition of a virtue
2.I2 Love

(a) Dimensions of l_ove in the farnily:
* Parental love
* Filial love
* Fraternal love



* Sympathy

* Generosity
* Understanding

x Mutual helpfulness
2.13 Obedience

Virtues related to obedience

* Respect

* Honesty

* Trust
x Humility
* LoyaÌty

(b) Virtues related
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to love:

3.0 PHYSTCAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the learner shoul_d be able to:
(a) explain and appreciate the physical and psychological

changes that take place in a person from conception to
adul-thood;

(b) identify and appreciate factors that infl-uence human

growth and development.

3.11 common characteri-stics at different stages of physical_

and psychological development:

* Conception to six years
* seven years to the beginning of adorescence
* Adolescence

* Adul-thood



3.12 rnherent potentials and probl-ems at different stages

of physical and psychological devel_opment.

* old age

3.13

psychological growth and development:

* Hereditary .factors
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Common factors that influence physical and

4.0 PERSONAL HEALTH

4.L Specific Objectives

* Physical and environmental factors
* Social and cul-tural- factors

At the end of this topic, the learner shoul_d be able to:
(a) define physical, mentaL and social_ health;
(b) understand and apprecj-ate the moral- responsibilities in

promoting and maintaining his and environment

cleanliness.

4.11 Definition of:
* Physical health
* Mental- heal-th

* Social health

4.L2 ways and means of improving and maj-ntaÍning physical,
menta] and social- health.



4.13 The moral responsibility in, and social- importance of:
(a ) Preventj_ng communicabl_e and other diseases

* Small pox

* Measl_es

* Mumps

* Ring worms

:k Cholera

* Sexually transmitted diseases

(b) Keeping the environment clean.

]-7r

4.r4 Human virtues which enhance the physical, mentar and

social- health
* Temperature

x Modesty

5.0 FAMILY NEEDS AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

5.1 Specific Obj ectives

Àt the end of this topic, the learner should be able to:
(a) identify and appreciate the importance of human needs

in the context of the family;
(b) identify the social_, physlcar and psychorogical_ needs

of special persons in the family;
(c) identify and appreciate ways and means of acquiring

family resources;

(d) explain and appreciate the importance of preserving and
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sharing family resources.

5.11 Basic family needs

5.12 Physical, psychological and social needs of special
persons in the family;

* The sick
* The expectant mother

* The aged

* The orphan

5.13 Roles of famil-y members in satisfying family needs.

5.14 ways and means of acguiring famiry resources; work as

a resource of satisfying family needs.

5.15 The importance of preserving and sharing family
resources.

5.16 The family size and family resources.

6.0 THE SCHOOL

6.L Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the Learner should be

(a) define a schooJ-;

(b) identify and appreciate the roles played

able to:

by different
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members of the school community and explain their
independence;

(c) identify, appreciate and make good use of the availabl_e

facil,ities in the school;

(d) identify and appreciate the rel-ationship with, and

infLuence of the wider community on the school;
(e) identify and appreci-ate the importance of co-curricular

activities and participate in some of them.

6.11 Definition of a school as:

* an institution
* a community.

6.12 The history and motto of the school (discuss the
history, the traditions and motto of your schoot).

6.13 The value and good use of school and school
facil-ities:

*

*

*

*

Value of school- subj ects

Val-ue of good study habits

Appropriate subject and career choice

Value of physical amenities

6.14 The school- community:

* Parents

* Teachers

* Students



6.15 Rel-ationship with, and influence of the wider
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Administration staff

community:

*

*

*

*

The school and parents

The catchment area and the school

The school- and the neighbourhood

The students and peer groups outside the school.

6.L6

relations:
*

*

*

*

schoor activities which promote inter-school

6 .17 Virtues which strengthen inter-school_ rel_ations:
* Friendship
* Sociability
* Optimism

* Order and discipline
7.0 HUMAN DIGNTTY

7.L Special Objectives

Sports

Games

Cl-ubs

Societies

At the end of this topic, the r-earner should be abl_e to:
(a) define and analyse human nature;
(b) explain and appreciate the Ímportance of dignity of the



human person from conception to death;

(c) analyse the successes and setbacks in contemporary

society which promote or undermine human dignity and

identify ways and means of coping with them;

(d) appreciate and respect other members of the community;

(e) identify and appreciate special traits of man and

woman.
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7.11 Importance and dignity
conception to death.

7.L2 Basic human rights.

7.13 successes and setbacks in contemporary society which

promote or undermine human dignity.

7.14 ways and means of coping with successes and setbacks

which promote or undermine human dignity in the contemporary

society.

of the human person from

7.15 Care of people with special needs:

* The handicapped

* The orphan

* The aged

* The si-ck.
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7.16 Special traits of man and woman.

8.0 PERSONALTTY AND BEHAVIOUR

8.1 SpecÍfic Obj ectives

At the end of this topic, the learner shoul-d be abLe to:
(a) define personality and behaviour;

(b) distingtrish between self and sel_f-concept;

(c) identify and appreclate the different stages of morar

growth up to adolescence;

(d) explain the external forces and their consequent

positive and negative infl-uence on behaviour;
(e) identify forces that promote or hinder sel_f-identify;
(f) understand and appreciate the moral responsibility of

his behaviour;

(g) define a deviant;
(h) identlfy different types of deviants in the society;
(i) exprain how one wour-d show understanding, tolerance,

assistance to, and care for the deviants;
(j ) explain some ways of reducing deviant behaviour Ín the

community.

8.11 Definition of personality and behaviour.

8.12 Self and self-concept.

8.13 Different stages of moral growth up to adolescence.



8.14 Factors that j-nfLuence personality.

8.15 Factors that promote or hinder sel_f-j_dentity:
* Affection
* Appreciatíon
* The peer group

* Authoritarianism
* Fanatici-sm

* Democracy
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8.16 Moral responsibility to personal behaviour

8.I7 Meaning and types of deviants

8.18 Causes of deviant behaviour:
* Some child rearing practíces
* Peer i-nfluence
* Disparities between socÍetal expectatj-ons and

individual ability.

8.19 Ways and

behaviour.

9.0 DIGNTTY OF WORK

9.1 Specific Objectives

means of preventing and correcting devj_ant
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At the end of this topic, the learner shoul_d be

(a) define work;

(b) identify and explain the value of work;

(c) identify and apprecj_ate different types of
(d) explain and appreciate the importance

responsibility to work;

(e) explain and apprecj-ate the need to develop and exercise
self-discipline and other virtues in work.

9.11 Definition of work

9.I2 Reasons for work

9.13 Types of work

able to:

9.14 Importance

9.15 Personal responsibility to work

work;

of personal-

9.16 The need to develop and

* Sel_f-discipline
* Diligence
* Perseverance

* fndustriousness

of all types of work

10.O LETSURE

exercise virtues in work:



10.1 Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the learner shoul-d be able to:
(a) define l-eisure;

(b) explain the importance of leisure;
(c) describe and eval-uate various forms of J-ei-sure;

(d) identify and define ways in which leisure can be used

and misused.
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10.11 Definition

10.12 Importance of l-eisure

10.13 Forms of l-eisure:
* Active
* Passive

of l-eisure

10.14 Advantages

l-eisure, thei-r use

11.0 DRUG USE AND ABUSE

11.1 Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the learner should be abl_e to:
(a) define a drug;

(b) identify some useful- and dangerous drugs;

(c) identify use and abuse of drugs and alcohol;
(d) explain and appreciate l-aws governing possession and

and disadvantages

and misuse.

of various forms of
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use of drugs and al-cohol;

explain and appreciate the

from drug and al-cohol- abuse;

identify causes of drug and

ways and means of preventing

(e)

(f)

11. 11 Definition of a drug

11.12 Some useful- and dangerous drugs

11.13 Common use and abuse of drugs and their physical,
psychological and social- effects

J-mportance of refraining

11. t4 Importance of refraining from drug and al_cohol- abuse

alcohol- abuse and explai-n

and remedying these.

1I.15 Laws governing possession and use of drugs and

alcohol

11.16 Causes and remedies of drug and alcohol abuse.

12.O THE SCHOOL

t2.I Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the l-earner shoul-d be abl_e to:
(a) define and appreciate the roles played by different

bodies in the school system;

(b) identify and appreciate l-aw and order within the



(c) define different types

corresponding attitudes ;

(d) identify and appreciate

positive contribution to
the society at large.

school;

12.I1 Different roles in the school_

(a) Administration
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of leadership and their

* The head teacher
* The teacher
* The student bodies
* The prefects

(b) Organization and management

* The board of governors

* The sponsors

* The parent-teacher associations
* The proprietor(s)

virtues required for making a

the school as a conununity and

T2.12

( a ) Leadership styles in school_s

* Authoritarian
* Democratic

* Laissez-faire
(b) Some attitudes of these styles

* El-itist



12.13 Student's personal and collectlve responsibilities to
the school

*

*

Egalitarian
Respectful

12.L4 The school- routine,
application to the society

tB2

13.0 THE NETGHBOURHOOD AND THE IMMEDIATE SOCIAL ENVTRONMENT

13. I Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the learner shoul-d be abl-e to:
(a) define neighbourhood;

(b) identify and appreciate

(c) assess the influence
individual person;

(d) identify and assess the

of society on the

neighbourhood;

(e) explain and appreciate

cohesion and identify
the neighbourhood.

the school rules and their

types of neighbourhood;

of the neighbourhood on the

13.11

environment

influence of the institutions
individual- person and the

The meaning and types of neighbourhood and

val-ues that promote social
their positive contribution to
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13.r2 The infl-uence of the neighbourhood on the índívidual
person

13.13 rnstitutions of society and their effects on

neighbourhood:

* Relj-gious institutions
* Educational institutions

13.14

(a) Val-ues that promote social- cohesj_on:

* Justice
* Loyalty
* Truthful_ness

* Responsibility

(b) The role of the individual person in fostering
values that promote social cohesion.

14.0 ETHNTC TRÀDTTTONS ÀND AFRICAN RELTGTOUS ETHICS

14.1 Special Objectives

At the end of this topic, the r-earner shoul_d be able to:
(a) identify, explain and appreciate the major bel_iefs and

practices of various Kenyan communities;

(b) explain and appreciate the major traditional-
development stages of an indigenous Kenyan's l1fe;

(c) explain and appreciate the basic morar princip]_es in
African religions;

(d) assess the i-mportance and vai-idity of the basic moral-



principles in Àfrican religions.

14.11

(a) Traditions related to the stages of an indigenous
Kenyanrs life in:

* Conceptlon and bÍrth
* Youth and education
* Initiation
* Adulthood

* Courtship and marriage
* Responsible parenthood

* Ol-d age

x Death and burial
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(b) Other traditional practices related to:
* Kinship and political systems
* Law and justj_ce reward and punishment
* Rights and duties of the individual person in

the society
*

*

Property ownership and distribution of benefits
Trade and other inter-ethnic relations

14.12 African religious ethics
( a ) ReJ_igion and ethics

* Medical practices
* War and peace
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(b) The concept of the Supreme Being

(c) The spirlts
(d) The ancestors

(e) Prophets

( f ) Prj-ests

(g) Diviners

(h) Medicine-men

( i ) Religious rituals and ceremonj_es

15.0 OTHER RELIGTOUS ETHICS

15.1 Special Objectives

At the end of this topic, the r-earner should be abl_e to:
(a) exprain the importance and significance of the main

historical- events of the major religions in Kenya;

(b) explain and appreciate the basic moral_ principres
governing the major religi_ons in Kenya;

(c) identify and appreciate the basi-c religious practices
of the major religions in Kenya.

15.11 Christian ethics
(a) Brief history of Christianity

* The person of Jesus Christ
(b) Basic moral principles of Christianity

* The Ten Commandments

* The Sermon on the Mountain
* The Gol_den Rule



(c) Major Christian practices with regard to:
* Life
* Love

* Marriage

:t Charity
* Property ownershlp

:k Law and justice
* Death
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:..5.I2 Islamic ethics
( a ) Brief history of Isl-am

(b) Basic moral principles of fslam
* The Five pill_ars of FaÍth

( c ) Maj or Islamj-c practices with regard to:
* Life
* Love

* Marriage and dj-vorce

* Charity
* Law and justice
* Property ownership

* Death

15.13 The ethics

Sikkhism

(a) Brief history of:
(i) Hinduism

of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and

(iii) Jainism
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(ii) Buddhism (iv) sikkhism

(b) Basic moral- principles of :

(i) Hinduism (iii) Jainism

(ii) Buddhism (iv) Sikkhism

(c) Major practj_ces of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism

and Sikkhism with regard to:
* Life * Law and Justice

't Love :r property ownership
x Marriage :k Death

* Charity

16.0 COURTSHTP AND MARRTAGE

16.1 Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the learner shour-d be able to:
(a) explain what is desirabl_e boy/girl rel_ationship;
(b) explain and ethically evaluate points one woul_d

consider when choosing a marriage partner;
(c) explaj_n and appreciate the purpose of marriage;
(d) explain and appreciate the steps one shoul_d take to

prepare for and preserve marriage.

16.11 Ethically desirable boy/girr rel_ationship before
marriage

L6.I2 Purpose of marriage
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16.13 Ethical evaluation of points to consider
a marriage partner

16.14 Preparation for marriage and married l_ife:
* Love * Tolerance
* Fidelity * Chil-dren
* Understanding

17.0 HUSBÀND AND WTFE RELATTONSHIP

17 .I Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the l-earner shourd be able to:
(a) exp]-ain and appreciate the rights and duties of married

partners to themselves;

(b) identify factors that contribute
husband,/wife relationship.

in choosing

L7 .I1 The

themsel-ves

17 .L2 Factors that contri-bute to
relationship

rlghts and duties of married partners to

* Appreciating each other's differences
x Taki-ng pride in each other
* Planning together
* Understanding each other
* Communication

to a healthy

a healthy husband,/wife
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* Acceptable relationship
children, other members

18.0 RUR.A,L, URBAN AND SCHOOL PLURALISM

18.1 Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the learner should be abl_e to:
(a ) identify maj or ethicar issues ar j-sing from school_,

rural and urban environments;

( b ) explain and evaluate the

infl-uence(s) arising from his

between the couple and the
of the family and frj-ends.

life;
(c) identify the causes of the positive and negative

attitudes arising from school-, rural and urban
influence;

(d) explain the rol-e of individual_ talents in coping with
ethical- issues rel-ated to school, rural and urban l_ife.

18.11 Major ethical_ j-ssues arising from school,
urban envi-ronments

positÍve and negative

school, rural and urban

18.12 Positive and negative
school-, rural and urban life

18.13 Factors that lnfl_uence

wÍth regard to:
* the parents

infl-uence ( s )

the moral outl-ook

rural and

arising from

of youth
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* the teachers and other adults
* reJ-igion and ethnicity
* the nation and national history.

18.14 The role of individual talents in coping with ethical_

issues related to school_, rural and urban life.

19.0 THE NATTON ÀND ETHTCS FOR NATIONAL LIFE

19.1 Specific Objectives

Àt the end of this topic, the learner shoul-d be able to:
(a) define and describe the terms: society, nation,

country, state, government;

(b) expJ-ain the meaning of nation building;
(c) identify factors that promote or hinder nation

building;
(d) explaín and apprecJ_ate the virtue of patriotism;
(e) explain and appreciate the meaning and rol-e of Harambee

and Nyayo philosophi-es within the context of Kenyan

politics;
(f) explain and appreciate the interaction of the

traditional and contemporary var-ues in the guest for
sound Kenyan values;

(g) contribute towards national development.

19.11 Deflnition and description of:
* Society * Country



L9.I2 The meaning of
* Factors that

*

*
Nati-on

State

I9.13 Patriotism
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19.14 National philosophies:
x African Socialism
x Harambee

x Nyayo

nation building
promote or hinder nation building

* Government

19.15 Traditional- and contemporary ethÍcal- values in nation
building:

* Communal-ism and individual_ism
* Traditional wisdom and scientific knowl_edge

* Love for chil_dren and population growth

19.16 The role of youth in national development

19.17 Contribution of some organizations and institutions
in national development:

* Trade unions

* Co-operatives

* Religious bodies



20.O ETHTCS FOR TNTERNATIONÀL LTFE

20.I Specific ObJectives

*

*

Educational organisation

Family welfare organisation

At the end of this topic, the learner should be able to:
(a) identify the major diplomatic issues between Kenya and

792

other nations;
(b) explain and appreciate the

rel-ationship between Kenya as

other states;
(c) explain the extent to which Kenyan val_ues contribute to

internatj_onal_ l_ife ;

(d) explain and assess the aims

international_ organizations .

20.LI Major diplomatic issues

nati-ons

20.r2 Ethnical- aspects of the rel_ationship between Kenya

and other states

ethical aspects of the

a soverei-gn state and

20.t3

l-ife:
Kenyan ethical- values and approach to international-

of regional and

* Independence and eguality of nations
* Pursuj-t of peace

between Kenya and other



* Hospitality
* Trade and cul-tural_ exchange

* Foreign aid and ethical principles governing it

20.14 Ethical assessment of the aims of regional and

international organizatj-ons :

x East African Community

* Organization for African Unity
* United Nations Organization
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2I.O PERSONALITY AND BEHÀVIOUR

2L.I Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the r-earner should be abl_e to:
(a) define person, personality and human behavi-our;

(b) expJ-ain person and personarity in the context of
philosophy, rerigion, law and other social- sciences;

(c) explain and appreciate the importance of personal

responsibility in one's actions;
(d ) expJ-ain and appreciate the i-mportance of self-

knowledge;

(e) exprain and appreciate morar- growth towards automony;

(f ) analyse and appreci_ate the Àfrican personality;
(g) explain the social- and cultural- factors that infl_uence

personality and behaviour;

(h) identify and explain personality crises in contemporary

Africa in general and Kenya in particul_ar.



2r.11 Definition of person, personality and human behaviour

2r.12 Person and personal-Íty in the context of philosophy,
religion, law, and other social scÍences

21.L3 Personal responsibility in oners actions

L94

2r.14 rmportance of self-knowledge with reference to:
talents, deficiencies, improvement capacities

21. t5 Dj-fferent stages and aspects

adol-escence to adulthood:

* Freedom

* Responsibility
* positive uses of autonomy

2I.16 The African personality

21.I7 Social and cultural factors that
development of personality and behaviour.

22.0 POPULATTON AND ENV]RONMENTAL EDUCATTON

22.I Special Objectives

At the end of this topic, the learner should be abre to:

of moral growth from

* Law

* Conscience

* Ethical systems

and decisions

i-nfluence



(a) define the concepts population and environment;
(b) identify different types of popuJ_ation and ecosystems;
(c) explain and evaluate socio-economic and ethical_

lmplications of popuration change on the indivj-duar,
environment and the nation;

(d) compare and contrast population change patterns in
Kenya and other deveroping countri_es with those of
developed countries;

(e) explain and appreciate the need for personal
responsibility in developing the individual, the family
and the national_ resources;

(f ) explain the importance of envj-ronmental- conservation at
individual and national- level;

(g) explain and appreciate the government population poticy
and programmes and their ethical- implications as they
rel-ate to the individual_, the environment and the
nation.

19s

22.rr Definition of the concepts population and environment

22.12 Types of population

(a) The human population
* Births and deaths
* Fertility
x Migration
* Age structure



(b) Dlstributlon of population
* Census

22.r3 social, economic and ethical implications of changes

in population and ecosystems with reference to:

* Density and carrying capacity

196

* Education

:t Housi-ng

* Employment

* Energy

National resources:

FamiJ-y resources:

clothing

22.L4 Importance of environmental_

individual and national- l-evel_

22.rs Personal- responsibility in devel_oping the individual,
the family and national_ resources

* Food

x Heal-th

management and conservation

land, income, shel-ter, food,

22.16 Comparj-son of populatj-on patterns in:
* Kenya and other deveJ_oping countries
* Developing and developed countries

* Water Supply

22.r7 The Kenya government population policy and programrnes

and their ethical- implications as they relate to the
individual, the environment and the nation.

conservati-on at



23.4 HUMAN VIRTUES

23.L Specific Objectives

At the end of this topic, the rearner shour-d be abre to:
(a) define virtue and vice;
(b) explain the j-mportance of human vj_rtues;

(c) evaluate the merits of common human virtues and

demerits of the corresponding vices in the context of
the individual person, family and society;

(d) explain ways and means of acquirj-ng virtues.

L97

23.tI Definition of the terms vi-rtue and vice

23.12 Importance of human virtues

23.13 Merits of different
demerits of the corresponding

family and the .soci-ety:

Virtue
(a) Justice

,( Distributive justice
* Commutative justice
* Obedience

* Sincerity
* Order

(b) Fortitude * Cowardice

kinds of human vi_rtues

vi-ces on the indi_vidual_,

Vlce
* fnjustice

and

the
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* Perseverance

* Pati-ence

* Responsibility
* Generosity

(c) Temperance

* Modesty

* Sociability
* Friendship
* Respect

* Simplicity
* Trust

(d) Prudence

* Flexibility
* Understanding

* Loyalty
* Daring

* ttumil_ity

* Optimism

x Patri-otism

(e) Charity
* Love of God

* Love of neighbour
* Love of self

lVays and means of acquiring

* fntemperance

x Imprudence

23.r4

* Selfishness

virtues.
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